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ABSTRACT 

Eighteen 50-year simulations of the hydrology and chemistry of Emerald Lake watershed 

were conducted to evaluate the sensitivity of basin hydrochemistry to natural variability 

and changes in ion loading. These simulations were conducted using the Alpine 

Hydrochemical Model, designed to predict hydrologic and hydrochemical behavior based 

on inputs of water, chemical content and energy. A historical reconstruction of outflow 

hydrology indicates several strings of years with higher than average outflow as well as 

several drought year series. The results of hydrochemical modeling indicate a 

historically strong tendency for the basin to quickly rebound from these year-sequences, 

with exchange site chemistry playing a significant role in the carry-over basin chemistry 

interannually. Although the hydrochemistry is influenced by these precipitation trends 

over the short term, it is relatively insensitive to changes in acid loading. A sensitivity 

analysis validated the original estimates of bulk mineral weathering rates used by earlier 

researchers. 



1. Introduction 

1.1 Backdrop and Purpose of Investigation 

The Sierra Nevada represents an area of the world valued for its remote, beautiful 

wilderness areas. Its elevation and location are such that the highest areas represent some 

of the most rugged terrain in California. Snow covered for the majority of the year, and 

subject to avalanche danger as well as severe cold, these high altitude (>2700 m. elev.) 

areas support a limited set of biota. Most of the region is composed of exposed rock 

surfaces, talus slopes, or shallow, undeveloped soils. The plant life is composed of small 

stands of trees out of avalanche tracks, and the grasses, mosses, and lichens that live in 

the thin soils and on the faces of the rocks. 

As a result of these living conditions, the montane basins are potentially sensitive 

to changes in atmospheric acid deposition. The thin soils and exposed rock of these 

watersheds are characterized by low alkalinity waters resulting from the short ice and 

snow-free seasons for biota, and from the granite bedrock of the Sierra Nevada batholith. 

The sensitivity of these watersheds to changes in pH is enhanced during spring because 

of an "acid pulse" released during spring snowmelt. 

This "acid pulse" or ionic pulse is a characteri~tic pattern noted in regions with a 

significant snowmelt season. During this time, a significant fraction of the total chemical 

content of the snowpack is released over a period of time that typically lasts only a few 

days. At this time, the early waters flush ions that may have built up in the thin alpine 
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soils. The result is a pulse of water with an ionic strength that is higher than that of the 

bulk snowpack, which may lower stream pH from around 6.3 to as low as 5.3 and may 

impact aquatic biota [Wolford and Bales, 1996]. 

1.2 Project Goals and Hypotheses 

7 

Scientists and resource managers have been interested in the historical behavior of 

alpine watersheds such as Emerald Lake for a long time, because they hold clues vital to 

understanding how these basins function, hydrochemically. While it is impossible to go 

back in time to obtain daily hydrochemical records, computer simulations can provide a 

useful alternative source for data. These simulations must obviously be based on the best 

available data and understanding of the processes responsible for observed chemistry. 

Provided the user of the resulting information keeps the inherent shortcomings of such a 

reconstructed model in mind, the output can answer some of the nagging questions about 

the watershed, particularly with respect to long-term hydrochemical behavior. 

Long-term hydrochemical modeling has been done before, albeit not for the same 

kind of climate or terrain as the Sierra Nevada. In 1986, Cosby et al. published results 

obtained using their mathematical hydrochemistry model, MAGIC (for Model of 

Acidification of Groundwater In Catchments) to simulate behavior of a watershed in 

Shenandoah National Park in Virginia. MAGIC takes into account a number of 

parameters in its modeling of soil processes and illustrates the long-term, year-to-year 



effects of acidification on a watershed, and the sensitivity of a watershed to various input 

parameters. 

Two primary applications were originally intended for AHM when it was created. 

Identification of the most influential hydrologic and chemical parameters to the overall 

hydrochemistry has been the subject of past work conducted by Wolford, et al.[1996] 

Wolford and Bales [1996] and Meixner [1999]. 

The second application for which the model was initially created concerns the 

desire for a predictive model for scenario analysis to examine changes in watershed 

outputs resulting from changing input conditions. Given the potential sensitivity of the 

watershed to acid deposition, a key component to understanding long-term implications 

for the area includes conducting a multi-year, extended modeling run based on available 

data. Although precipitation and discharge records for Emerald Lake only exist back to 

1984, surrogate precipitation and discharge records can be created through statistical 

methods to aid in reconstructing the hydrochemical record for the past 50 years. 

The scope of the project includes examination of hydrological and hydrochemical 

behavior. Hydrology analysis is conducted in the form of a precipitation-outflow water 

budget. Hydrochemistry is monitored and evaluated not only from lake outflow, but on 

available exchange sites as well since this represents the primary form in which 

watershed hydrochemistry in general, and acid buffering capacity in particular, is carried 

over on a year to year basis. 

The first task for this project was to assess Emerald Lake sensitivity to natural 

variability and to pertubations in acid loading. This required a model of historical 
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Emerald Lake hydrochemistry back until 1950, using final conditions from each year as 

initial conditions for the following year. For this purpose, a 50-yr data set was 

constructed based on information from other local databases for areas with similar 

characteristics including basin outflow, precipitation and daily snow covered area 

Calculated weathering rate information and measured precipitation chemistry field data 

from the 1980s and 1990s were used for the duration of the model run. 

My hypothesis about the model output was that the model would depict a basin at 

steady state with relatively small annual departures from patterns present in the field data 

record. Long-term hydrochemistry for the reference model run would be primarily 

dependent on how much snow fell over the same period of time. 

After establishing a 50-yr model based on best-estimate parameterization, the 

second goal was to evaluate parameter model sensitivity over the long term. For this 

purpose, secondary 50-yr model runs were conducted that differed from the reference 

model by variations in each of these parameters. Variations included utilizing all 

combinations of 0.5x, 1.0x, and 1.5x the reference weathering rate and 0.5x, 1.0x and 

2.0x the reference precipitation concentration. Each of these runs was compared to 

similar runs conducted using identical initial hydrochemical conditions as have been done 

in the past by Meixner and Wolford. 

Hypothetically, I expected that when precipitation chemistry was perturbed, there 

would be a noticeable impact on hydrochemical behavior. Increases in precipitation 

loading would cause corresponding changes to the basin hydrochemistry leading to new 

steady state conditions after approximately ten years. 
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In addition to helping answer hydrochemical questions about Emerald Lake 

historical chemical behavior, the project serves in essence as a testing phase for AHM to 

see whether it can handle a long-term model without problems. It is easy to imagine a 

scenario in which some aspect of a model behaves well over a short-term testing period, 

but causes the model to fail during a long-term run due to some unanticipated feedback 

cycle. 

1.3 Site Description of the Emerald Lake Watershed (ELW) 

California, USA 

42 

40 

38 

Emerald Lake 
2800m 

N 1 km 
Contour interval 25m 

• met station 

Figure 1. Location and topography of Emerald Lake Watershed (ELW). 
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The Emerald Lake watershed is located in Sequoia National Park on the western 

slope of the southern Sierra Nevada of California, and represents a portion of the head

waters for the upper Marble Fork of the Kaweah River. The watershed is a north-facing 

glacial cirque whose bedrock is composed primarily of the Emerald Lake granodiorite 

and the Lodgepole granite. The lake is fed primarily by two inflows, and is drained by a 

single outflow. The basin is bounded on the east, west and south by steep rocky cliffs 

with a median slope of31 o [Dozier et al., 1989]. Exposed rocks represent 30% of the 

surface area of the basin, while unconsolidated sediments and talus cover an additional 

50%. Of the total area, 3% is covered by trees, mostly western white pine [Runde! et al., 

1977]. The basin covers 120 hectares with elevations ranging from 2800 m to 3416 m. 

Shallow, acidic soils cover about 22% of the basin surface area [Brown et al., 

1990]. These soils are characterized primarily as well-drained Cryumbrepts and 

Cryorthents with an average depth of 35 em over the 27 hectares classified as soil in the 

basin [Brown, Lund et al, 1990]. Clay content present in soils is composed of hydroxy

interlayered vermiculite and kaolinite as dominant minerals [Brown and Lund, 1991]. 

Calcium and potassium dominated the exchangeable bases in soils. 

Emerald Lake can be viewed as representative of many of the small alpine lakes 

of the Sierra Nevada. Its sediments are composed of fine silt, clay and boulders from the 

surrounding cliffs. Emerald Lake accounts for about 3°/o of the surface area of the basin 

[Tonnesen, 1991]. Analysis of the Sierra Nevada indicates that the chemistry of Emerald 

Lake falls within the range for high elevation lakes, possessing weakly buffered waters, 

dominated by calcium and bicarbonate [Me lack and Stoddard, 1991]. 
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Alpine watersheds .like Emerald Lake often have a hydrochemical composition 

that is dominated and driven by fluxes of water associated with snowmelt. During 1986 

and 1987 when precipitation was carefully monitored in the Emerald Lake basin, -95% 

of the precipitation input to the basin was found to be accounted by snowfall [Kattelmann 

and Elder, 1991 ]. During the spring, the early stages of snowmelt bring significantly 

increased concentrations of ions when chemical species that have accumulated since fall 

in the soils and snowpack are released. During this time, pH levels drop and acid

neutralizing capacity is significantly reduced. This is known as the spring ionic pulse and 

has been suggested to have the potential to adversely affect stream biota [Wolford and 

Bales, 1996]. 

1.4 HistoryofstudyofELW 

Emerald Lake has been studied with varying degrees of intensity from 1984 to 

1988 and from 1990 through the present, 1998. Research was temporarily suspended 

during part of 1988 and 1989. Basin outflow discharge and hydrochemistry have been 

measured consistently throughout the research period. Wet precipitation sampling for 

chemistry has been conducted from 1985 through winter of 1988 and from 1990 through 

the present. Snow covered area (SCA) time series estimates were conducted for water 

years 1986 and 1987. Over the duration of the study of Emerald Lake · a water year has 

been defined to mean a full year seasonal cycle beginning on October 1, and ending on 

September 30. 



Work done up to the present using the Alpine Hydrochemical Model (AHM) has 

focused on calibration and single-year application of AHM to Emerald Lake. Published 

reports are limited to modeling of 1986 and a partial run for 1987. 

1.5 Description of AHM 
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The Alpine Hydrochemical Model was designed by Wolford [1996] to assess 

hydrologic and biogeochemical responses of seasonally snow covered alpine areas to 

changes in inputs of water, chemicals, and energy. It integrates water and chemical 

balances for multiple basin subunits including soil, talus, stream, and lake partitions that 

have variable snow-covered areas. AHM is capable of tracking surface, subsurface 

water, and chemical movements through vegetation, snowpack, soil layers, streamflow 

and lakes. Chemical speciation is calculated using a modification ofMINEQL [Westall 

et al, 1976]. Initial calibration of the AHM was done by Ross Wolford for Emerald Lake 

using one year of stream data for parameter estimation and a second as an evaluative 

calibration check [Wolford et al, 1996]. 

During a modeling run, AHM takes into account a large set of physical and 

chemical data and properties. Precipitation as rain or snow can be input along with the 

chemical concentration of each species. Each event is entered as total water equivalence 

at the base elevation of the watershed. Individual correction terms allow AHM to 

distribute precipitation from each event to a specific subunit by either adding or 



subtracting a fraction of the prescribed total to each. ·Chemical species are treated as 

spatially uniform for a given precipitation event. 
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Soil physical properties are managed as multiple horizon units. The upper soil 

horizon is broken into snow-covered and snow-free areas, and treated separately to allow 

the model to handle parts of the watershed melting off before other parts. 'Flow can enter 

a soil subunit from snowpack drainage or from rainfall litter interception. It then either 

flows over the surface until entering a stream or lake, or until it enters the uppermost soil 

horizon. Once entering the soil, flow is treated as being exclusively downwards from soil 

layer to soil layer, with AHM allowing as many layers as desired. Basal horizon flow is 

horizontal. Groundwater movement is operationally conducted by flow in this bottom 

horizon. When soil units are saturated, they are treated using the standard advection

dispersion flow equation. If the soil is not completely saturated, an unsaturated hydraulic 

conductivity is calculated to estimate water movement. 

Chemically, soil subunits are treated as being open with respect to infiltration of 

rain and snowmelt, as well as to other overlying soil layers. Soil water solutions require 

the input of the total moles of each species including those on cation exchange sites. A 

total number of exchange sites must be provided to the model as well. Reactions 

associated with these sites are user defined. All kinetic and equilibrium reactions 

occurring within the soil unit are specified individually for each soil horizon. Molar 

reactions are treated as simple functions of solution concentration and surface area, and 

are thereby a function of soil depth, area, bulk density and specific surface area, all of 

which must be defined by the user. 



Evapotranspiration and sublimation are considered as daily values. Daily model 

inputs include limnic evaporation, potential evapotranspiration, and potential 

sublimation. When soils are saturated, AHM allows evapotranspiration to be as high as 

the user-specified potential allows it to be. When soil water content is below the wilting 

point, evaporation is zero. 
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AHM uses a simple mixing model with three chemically separate layers, 

including epilimnion, hypolimnion, and ice layers. Snow is also allowed to accumulate 

on top of lake ice, and daily snow-covered area fractions are inputs. Water may enter the 

lake system from soil overland flow, through-flow from talus units, flow over rock units, 

direct streamflow, or from precipitation. Throughout the year, the lake structure is 

defined according to user specifications. Lake freeze and thaw dates are required input. 

The total amount of water in the lake is defined, as is the thickness of the hypolimnion, 

any ice present, and the total surface area of the lake. Each lake layer has a distinct mass 

of chemical components. Discharge from lake units is determined according to a lake 

stage versus discharge relationship. In addition to simple inflow to a lake unit causing 

lake-volume to increase, fresh snowfall on lake-ice can cause increased outflow. This is 

due to the piston effect from the overweight of snow pressing down on the relatively rigid 

ice surface, displacing water. AHM handles this by considering snow accumulation on 

top of the ice as water addition to the total lake volume, then adjusting subsequent 

outflow as required by the lake stage versus discharge relationship while maintaining the 

epilimnionlhypolimnion relationship dictated by the daily hypolimnion thickness. 
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Inter-unit flow routing is partially user-defined, and partly model controlled. For 

a given unit, input files control the destination of outflow water. The volume and rate of 

water flowing from unit to unit is calculated by AHM to accommodate snowmelt and 

rainfall events, as well as groundwater and overland flow. 
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2. Modeling Approach 

2.1 Overview 

The model inputs of EL W historical hydrochemistry consist of yearly sets of input 

files based on historical flow and precipitation records either directly from the Emerald 

Lake watershed or from nearby sites. Recent records (post-1984), with the exception of 

those for 1989 and part of 1988, are entirely based on data taken at Emerald Lake. 

Records prior to this date are based primarily on discharge records taken from a 

downstream USGS gauging station at Potwisha, from California Cooperative Snow 

Survey SWE data, and from precipitation records of the ranger station at Lodgepole. The 

Potwisha gauging station is located approximately 13 miles downstream from the 

Emerald Lake watershed. The ranger station at Lodgepole is located approximately 4 

miles to the west of the Emerald Lake watershed. By extrapolation, timing and 

magnitude of most hydrologic inputs, including lake ice thickness, lake stratification, and 

extent of snow covered area (SCA) were estimated from these data sets. Parameters 

describing soil and hydrology, including exchange capacity, and mineral weathering 

rates, previously determined from on-site and laboratory analysis, were assumed to be 

effectively constant from year to year. 
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2.2 Hydrochemical Constants 

Geochemical analyses of local bedrock and hydrochemical content of stream 

waters were used to estimate contributions of chemical species from mineral weathering. 

When minerals weather in the presence of water, they break down through a sequence of 

clays. Stoichiometric relationships can be applied to determine the weathering products 

for a mineral. Garrels and Mackenzie (1967) used a systematic approach to determine 

the mass balance for a set of ions based on these weathering sequences and known 

stoichiometric relationships. Application of this process by Williams et al. (1993), after 

subtracting contributions from wet deposition, produced a set of weathering rates for rock 

in the basin. Wolford ( 1991) used this weathering rate information in his initial model of 

Emerald Lake using AHM, and remain in use in this study. 

Single year time-series modeling of Emerald Lake basin has been conducted in 

the past to calibrate AHM and for sensitivity analysis of the model to changes in 

hydrologic and hydrochemical parameters. Initial parameterization of AHM was 

conducted using a full-year run of 1986 to implement modeling parameters and match 

data, then the same modeling parameters were used to conduct a partial year run for 1987 

to evaluate the consistency and accuracy of the model. [Wolford, 1991] 

2.3 Discharge Reconstruction 

The most influential inputs to AHM are the amount and timing of water flow 

through the basin. In many cases where a historical model is desired, field data are only 



available for a limited number of recent years. Efforts to model historical 

hydrochemistry trends require the creation of a surrogate data set for earlier years. There 

are many different methods available to create such a data set. Most of these methods fit 

into one of three categories. The first includes methods that take into account the 

physical characteristics of a basin and estimates of precipitation. The second set of 

methods involves the statistical recreation of a discharge set from a separate data set or 

sets using pre-specified relationships. A gauging station downstream from the desired 

site may be scaled down to give a representation of the likely flow at the upper site, and 

the timing of flow events lagged or sped up to match the probable behavior at the target 

site. 
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The third, and relatively more recent type of methods used for the purpose of 

producing a surrogate discharge set, involves the use of neural networks. A neural 

network model might take as its input any number of data sets that have some operational 

relationship with the target data set. These data sets, along with a required set of 

measured field data called a training set, are fed into the neural network model. The 

network then uses the available data sets to decide upon a system of weights that will, 

when applied to these data sets, produce the closest imitation of the training data set. The 

advantage of such a system is that ultimately, units and physical relationships, either 

causal or resultant, are effectively meaningless except in their tendency to give clues as to 

the behavior of the "training set." After such a neural net model is constructed based on 

the training set, it is turned back around on itself, using the parameters previously derived 

from imitation of the training set to recreate a discharge record for a past time series. All 



three of these methods were tried and the neural net method was eventually chosen as 

the best option. 

2.4 Precipitation Event Timing Reconstruction 
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Like discharge records, historical precipitation records may be limited, or non

existent for a desired location. Timing and magnitude of precipitation in an alpine region 

vary both spatially and with elevation. The best surrogate data set for Emerald Lake 

should therefore be recorded at a site as close, and with as little difference in elevation as 

possible. Constraints on a precipitation record for AHM modeling efforts require that 

the total amount of precipitation as SWE and rain equal the volume of water discharged 

from the outflow of Emerald Lake. This means that although timing and relative 

magnitude of precipitation events can be estimated from a surrogate data set, ultimately a 

scaling process must be used to insure mass balance. 

To estimate the timing and relative mass of precipitation at Emerald Lake during 

the recent past, a reconstructive technique was applied to the precipitation records of 

Lodgepole Ranger Station that extend back to water year 1969. The Lodgepole Ranger 

Station records include daily minimum and maximum air temperatures. If precipitation 

occurred at Lodgepole, and the average of the daily minimum and maximum 

temperatures was greater than 5.6° C (42° F), precipitation was said to have fallen as rain 

at Emerald Lake. If the average was less than or equal to 5.6° C, the precipitation was 

recorded as snow at Emerald Lake. This reconstruction was based on two assumptions. 



First the area around and above Emerald Lake is approximated to be on average 5.6° C 

cooler than at Lodgepole, and second, when the air around Emerald Lake is at 0° C, any 

precipitation will occur as snow. 
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Since the overall magnitude of precipitation is much higher at Emerald Lake than 

at Lodgepole, an decrease in total volume adjustment must be made. After assuming that 

rainfall does not account for any significant fraction of total precipitation at Emerald 

Lake, total snowfall as SWE is calculated for each year, then broken up into individual 

events timed to coincide with those at Lodgepole. Total snow accumulation as SWE was 

determined from peak snow accumulation at locations in the nearby Sierra Nevada in the 

basins of King ' s Canyon and Sequoia National Parks. 

2.5 Yearly Peak SWE Determination 

Annual peak SWE was estimated from data at other nearby sites that maintain 

historical records. A regression was applied to was used to fit field data, and then used to 

calculate peak SWE historically at Emerald. 

2.6 Daily Snow Covered Area 

AHM requires the input of daily snow covered area values to optimize the timing 

of snowmelt from the different subunits of the basin. Each of these values is entered as a 

fraction of the exposed surface area of the particular subunit. During snowmelt 

optimization, AHM attempts to match both the discharge from the basin and the snow 



covered area (SCA) time series. This time series therefore controls which subunits 

snowmelt for a given day comes from. Rock subunits will tend to decline in SCA more 

quickly than soil or talus because of they tend to accumulate less snow on their steeper 

slopes and have relatively less shaded area, for example. 
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Unfortunately, field data for SCA time series are extremely limited. Since a 

measurement of basin-wide SCA estimation requires a substantial surveying effort, very 

few are ever done. Only recently with the application of remote sensing has the process 

of estimating SCA been made reasonably feasible. The ideal data set upon which to base 

a long-term SCA estimate would of course-be of long-term duration, however an estimate 

of SCA for years past could be made from a few representative and complete time series. 

It seems reasonable to assume that water years with a deep snowpack would melt off 

consistently later than years with a shallow snowpack. An estimate could therefore be 

made using the assumption that the timing of melt was dependent on the maximum SWE 

for a given year. 

2. 7 Lake Ice Reconstruction 

The long-term EL W model was created to mirror typical yearly processes as well 

as possible. Just as rock, talus, stream and soil subunits are input as SCA fractions 

throughout the year, modeled lake-behavior is also described using SCA fraction from 

water years 1986 and 1987. During a typical year, lake SCA will remain fully covered 

longer than the other subunits since energy inputs are initially absorbed by the thinning of 



lake ice. When it does begin to drop below a fully covered level however, it does so at a 

rapid pace, melting quickly until all lake ice is gone. The second of the two inputs 

mentioned above is entered as lake ice thickness. 
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With these subunit behaviors and controls in mind, a surrogate data set 

representing lake-ice was done in two parts. Ice formation in the fall was made to 

coincide with the day of the first snowfall. Subsequent thaw during the spring is 

expected to begin as snow begins to melt on the other subunits, and to be finished fairly 

quickly, once surface coverage drops below full. Using available data on the timing of 

snowfall, the lake will be made to freeze on the first day of snow, and will be kept frozen 

until the melt-curve timing dictates that it disappear. The timing of the melt-curve was in 

tum interpolated between those for 1986 and 1987, big and small water-years 

respectively. 

2. 8 Precipitation Chemistry 

For each precipitation event that occurs during a modeling run, a chemical 

composition must be entered. Input precipitation chemistry data should be chosen based 

on a simple rationale and kept representative of available field hydrochemistry data. 

2. 9 Lake Stratification 

Emerald Lake is dimictic, stratifying thermally during the summer, and inversely 

during the winter under lake ice [Melack et al. , 1989]. The timing of these events are 



controlled by the timing of lake ice formation and melt-off. Thermal stratification 

occurs after solar radiation heats the top layer of water, lowering its density and isolating 

it from the cooler hypolimnion layer that underlies it. This is modeled as occurring over 

a period of time of about 20-30 days. During the fall, inverse stratification begins before 

ice forms on the lake surface. As the air gets colder, the cooler water on the lake surface 

becomes less dense ( < 4° C.) creating a thermally reversed layering pattern. Model 

stratification is based on the timing of lake-ice formation, which is in tum controlled by 

the timing of the first snowfall. Fall turnover begins 20-30 days before ice begins 

forming. The lake is modeled as isothermal for roughly I 0 days, then becoming 

inversely stratified by the time lake ice is forming. In both cases of yearly stratification 

the hypolimnion reaches a stable thickness of 7.5 m. 

2.10 Soil, Rock and Talus Characteristics 

To model Emerald Lake over an extended time period, many subunit 

characteristics including those for soil, rock and talus are assumed to be constant over 

time. Data from analyses of composition, weathering rates and exchange capacity are 

entered as bulk characteristics for each unit and are constant each year. Details on the 

yearly initial exchange site conditions used for the "stand-alone" year runs can be seen in 

appendix A -1. 
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2.11 Sensitivity Analysis 

Model sensitivity was tested for bedrock weathering rates and watershed 

sensitivity for chemical concentration of precipitation. Weathering rates are inherently 

difficult to measure in the field, particularly over long term time scales, but especially in 

the dilute waters of an alpine watershed they may represent one of the most important 

contributions to the overall water chemistry. By monitoring the modeled effects of 

changing weathering rates on outflow chemistry and comparing the results to field data, 

the sensitivity and impact of the watershed can be examined. A sensitivity analysis was 

chosen to be performed using three values for weathering rates, including the rate 

predicted from lab work (normal, l.Ox rate), one and a halftimes the predicted rate, and 

half the predicted rate. Resulting output from these runs was then compared to other runs 

and to available field data. 

The impact and sensitivity ofELW to several different depositional scenarios can 

be monitored in conjunction with the weathering rate analyses to shed further light on the 

basin hydrochemistry. In similar fashion to the weathering rate analysis, sensitivity to 

precipitation chemistry changes was conducted using precipitation concentrations of half 

and double the measured field values as well as the measured field values themselves. 

By doubling the concentration of species present in precipitation, the theoretical impact 

of increased pollution on watershed acidity may be revealed. These runs should both 

increase the understanding of the behavior of watershed dynamics as well as validate the 

modeling capabilities of AHM itself for future use. 
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2.12 Initial conditions for Stand-alone year runs. 

All of the modeling efforts involving Emerald Lake up to the present have 

consisted of single year or partial year runs, and calibration of the model was initially 

done for a single year. Therefore, it makes sense to conduct parallel "stand-alone" trial 

runs for each of the sensitivity analysis "restart" runs for comparison. For the purposes 

of clarification, the aspects of the model which differ between conducting "restart" and 

"stand-alone or single" year runs involve those parts of the watershed that carry over in 

characteristics, year to year. These include lake chemistry, and soil and talus exchange 

site chemistry. In the case of the stand-alone year runs, the initial value for each 

parameter was taken from the calibration model run of 1986 conducted by Ross Wolford. 

During "restart" runs however, this initial condition varies based on the final conditions 

of the previous year. Specifics on initial lake chemistry can be found in the appendix, 

page A-2. 



3. Available Data 

3.1 Available Discharge Data 

Emerald Lake discharge records only extend back to 1984. The task of choosing 

a method for estimating discharge at Emerald therefore required evaluating the data 

available to recreate the historical records. The site chosen as a surrogate data source 
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Figure 2. Emerald Lake, and the downstream path to Potwisha. Downstream distance 
From Emerald lake to Potwisha: 21.08 km (13.1 mi.) 
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used to rebuild a historical Emerald Lake discharge record is a USGS stream gauging 

station located on the Marble Fork of the Kaweah River near Potwisha, CA, in Tulare 

County. This station is located approximately 20.9 km downstream from the Emerald 

Lake basin at an elevation of about 610 m. , and has a daily historical flow record going 

back to 1950. At Potwisha, the Marble Fork of the Kaweah River has a much larger 

drainage area covering a larger distribution of elevations than at the Emerald Lake 

outflow. This means that during the springtime, snowmelt begins having an impact on 

flow at Potwisha before Emerald Lake melt begins. Potwisha not only exhibits an earlier 

rising hydro graph limb, but peaks earlier than Emerald Lake. Attempts to use a lag 

model coupled with a regression system to recreate Emerald Lake discharge encountered 

another problem. Potwisha begins not only to flood earlier than Emerald Lake, but floods 

over a longer time period. When lagged and scaled, the shape of the hydro graph was 

typically wider and flatter than that of Emerald Lake. Since high flow events may play 

an important role in Emerald Lake chemistry, this method seemed somewhat ineffective. 

The neural network method was thus chosen because it seemed to solve the problems of 

timing and total flow associated with the regression methods. 

3.2 Precipitation Event Timing Data 

Two locations located downstream from Emerald Lake maintain historical 

precipitation data sets. The precipitation data set from the Lodgepole ranger station runs 

continuously back through 1970. Records from Grant Grove exist back through 1949, 
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but have temporal gaps. From the standpoint of imitating the likely Emerald Lake 

record, Lodgepole is a closer match with respect to both elevation and locality. I decided 

to use the Lodgepole set and supplement it with the Grant Grove data to extend it back 

through 1950. This data set was used as described in the approach section earlier to 

reconstruct a surrogate precipitation data set for Emerald Lake. 
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Figure 3. Snow precipitation timing data set created from Lodgepole Ranger Station 
and Grant Grove records. 



3.3 Yearly Peak SWE Data 

The California Cooperative Snow Survey (CCSS) maintains historical snow 

records for a large number of locations that are scattered about California. Ten of these 

sites lie within the nearby King's Canyon and Sequoia National Park basins. Several of 

these have peak snow depth records that date back as far as 1930. A linear regression 

was used to evaluate the degree to which each of these sites could be used to reproduce 

available peak snow records from Emerald Lake. Results indicate that a multiple linear 

regression based on records from three cess sites produced the best correlation with 

those from Emerald Lake. Table 1 illustrates the regression coefficients and error terms 

in the form of y = a + bx. (Y for Emerald Lake SWE and X for measured SWE at other 

sites) Table 2 shows the regression coefficients and error terms for multiple regression 

analyses using combinations of cess sites. 
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Table 1. CCSS site regression fit analysis 

Site Name Error CoeffA CoeffB Error A ErrorB 

226 Rowell Meadow 9.0058 -3.8509 1.9257 6.3021 0.1865 

236 Big Meadows 11.8512 -9.5006 2.1722 9.1807 0.2857 

237 Horse Corral 13.6572 6.1815 2.4731 8.6323 0.3849 

240 Grant Grove 32.1317 48.6469 0.327 21.5629 1.1181 

243 Panther Meadow 11.4671 -11.501 1.593 9.0784 0.2018 

244 Hockett Meadows 15.002 -7.1768 1.9847 11.7396 0.3472 

245 Mineral King 12.5687 -9.2481 2.8042 9.7841 0.3951 

246 Giant Forest 29.64 32.5831 1.3908 19.1493 1.0739 

248 Old Enterprise Hill 30.1122 35.3665 1.3907 18.8322 1.1991 

264 Quinn Ranger Station 16.8404 2.7412 2.0424 11.7638 0.4162 

Table 2. CCSS Multiple regression analysis 

Site Combo (refer to Tab. 1) Error Coeff A CoeffB CoeffC CoeffD 

226 243 244 8.9677 -4.1603 1.8502 0.1748 -0.1495 

236 243 244 10.616 -12.024 1.0483 0.9704 -0.1468 

236 244 264 10.828 -13.906 2.3703 0.8683 -1.1214 

236 243 10.638 -12.196 1.0053 0.8951 

236 244 11.636 -10.605 1. 7816 0.4061 

226 236 8.9881 -3.1208 2.073 -0.1762 

226 243 8.9958 -4.4812 1.8204 0.0923 

226 244 8.9956 -3.3812 1.9916 -0.0794 

236 245 11.119 -11.108 1.3069 1.1925 

Based on these error analyses, the multiple regression combination of site 

locations (226, 243, and 244) which represents Rowell Meadow, Panther Meadow, and 



Hockett Meadows, was chosen as the best method to estimate peak SWE at Emerald 

Lake. 

3.4 Daily SCA Data 
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Since actual field data are very limited, snow covered area (SCA) time series were 

derived from two years for which data exist, 1986 and 1987 (Figure 3). 1986 was a 

relatively high-volume water year with a peak snow accumulation of about 2.54 m. 

During this year, snow covered area remained high throughout most of the year, and 

actually carried over into 1987. Water year 1987 had a relatively small amount of 

precipitation with a peak snow accumulation of about 0.66 m. SCA melt-off data from 

1987 indicate that snow had entirely melted off by WYD 285. 

SCA depletion input files were based on the melt curves for these two years. 

Timing of melt for. a given year was simply linearly interpolated between these two 

curves as a function of snow accumulation. In the interest of model simplicity, the 

watershed is assumed to be completely snow-free by the end of the year. Each of the five 

subunits behaves slightly differently in its timing of melt-off. Typically stream and lake 

ice melt off early during the year, and do so fairly rapidly. In increasingly delayed order, 

rock, soil and talus subunits melt off. Frequently talus will still retain a fraction of its 

SCA up until the finals days of the year. 
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Figure 4. SCA Time Series for Emerald Lake Subunits 

3.5 Lake Ice Reconstruction 

Reconstruction of the timing of lake-ice formation and thickness is based on timing of 
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snowfall for a given year. Ice is modeled as forming on the first snowfall of the year, and 

progressively increasing to a maximum of 4.2 meters. Timing and rate of ice-melt is 

defined by the melt curves from 1986 and 1987 as discussed earlier in the section on 
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snowmelt curves. See Figure 3 for a graphical representation of the timing of ice 

thickness and lake-stratification through time. 

3. 6 Lake Stratification Data 

For modeling purposes, it is assumed that Emerald Lake is 10 meters deep, and 

that the top 0.5 m behaves separately from the rest of the epilimnion. Water temperature 

profiles from Emerald Lake were used to estimate the location of the hypolimnion 
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Figure 5. Lake ice thickness and lake-stratification used for modeling 1993 



surface within the lake. During most of the year when the lake is not well mixed, the 

hypolimnion was assumed to be 7.5 meters thick [Brown, et al., 1990]. 

Each year begins assuming that the lake is well-mixed, having undergone fall 

overturn. In the AHM input file, this is modeled by defining the entire lake as 

epilimnion. After this isothermal period of about 5-15 days has passed, the lake is 

allowed to separate into hypolimnion and epilimnion layers from the top down. In the 

spring, approximately 10 days after ice has melted off, the process of mixing repeats. 
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3. 7 Precipitation Chemistry 

Rain and snow chemistry inputs were chosen to be of constant composition on a 

year to year basis for the sake of simplicity. Analytical data collected for snow and rain 

chemistry during the 1990s provide a six-year time series of solid precipitation chemistry 

data, and a five-year time-series of liquid precipitation chemistry data. Volume weighted 

means were determined for both snow and rain over these time periods. These means, 

one for snow, and one for rain were used in each modeled year, and were constant 

throughout the modeling period. While improvements can be made to make these more 

accurate, this system represents a reasonable start. Table 3 and Table 4 illustrate rain and 

snow chemistry as recorded during the 1990s. For the purposes of speciation in the 

model, charge balance was maintained using a positively or negatively charged "place

holder" species. 
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Table 3. Rain Chemistry during the 1990s, Emerald Lake Watershed. 
90 91 92 93 94 95 96 VWM 

Rain (em) 9.5 12.5 16.4 20.0 10.5 

Ci + (J.Leq I L) 10.23 10.12 5.22 0.65 8.04 5.90 

K+ (J.Leq I L) 6.14 3.76 2.53 1.57 3.59 3.13 

Na+ (J.Leq I L) 6.72 2.87 4.9 0.68 7.53 3.96 

Mg2+ (J.Leq I L) 2.7 3.54 1.26 0.31 2.16 1.73 

pH (no units) 5.29 5.12 5.46 5.32 5.26 5.29 

cr (J.Leq 1 L) 4.09 3.27 3.57 4.51 9.0 4.69 

sol -(J.Leq 1 L) 13.1 15.2 12.56 2.74 10.7 9.98 

N03- (J.Leq I L) 17.81 22.49 14.11 3.40 18.3 13.67 

P042
- (J.Leq I L) 1.88 0.00 3.42 0.85 1.70 

N~+ (J.Leql L) 12.02 41.17 11.61 2.48 17.9 15.34 

Table 4. Snow Chemistry during the 1990s, Emerald Lake Watershed. 
90 91 92 93 94 95 96 VWM 

Snow depth 

during spring 

survey (m) 0.71 1.09 0.65 1.84 0.92 1.80 

Ca2+ (J.Leq I L) 1.1 1.19 2.49 0.85 2.55 1.61 1.50 

K+ (J.Leq I L) 0.3 0.36 0.14 0.26 0.7 0.39 0.36 

Na+ (J.Leq I L) 1.0 1.12 0.93 1.51 1.5 0.73 1.14 

Mg2+ (J.Leq I L) 0.4 0.41 0.47 0.52 0.5 0.25 0.41 

pH (no units) 5.49 5.46 5.55 5.29 5.51 5.47 5.43 

cr (J.Leq 1 L) 1.2 1.32 1.71 2.77 2.25 1.03 1.77 

S042
- (J.Leq 1 L) 1.2 1.43 1.93 2.35 1.45 1.39 1.69 

N03-(J.Leq I L) 1.7 3.07 3.01 1.75 2.8 2.14 2.30 

NH4+ (J.Leq I L) 2.9 4.86 3.42 2.19 3.9 1.78 2.91 



3. 8 Soil Characteristics 

Soil was modeled as having two equal depth horizons, with the only difference 

being evapotranspiration. A saturated water content of 0.522 cm3 /cm3 was used along 

with a soil bulk density of 1.27 g/cm3 [Wolford et al. , 1996]. Modeling of exchange 

reactions on soil was based on field experiments that were sufficient to define 

exchangeable base cations, cation exchange capacity, and exchangeable sulfate in soils 

[Brown, et al 1990]. Cation and sulfate exchange complexes were modeled as six 

separate reactions. 

Log K Values 

Exchange Reaction Soil Talus 

Ae+ + 3(XH) <=> AlX3 + 3W -5.32 -6.82 

Ca2++ 2(XH) <=> CaXz + 2W -5.23 -6.15 

Mg2+ + 2(XH) <=> MgXz + 2H+ -5.73 -6.00 

K+ + (XH) <=> KX + H+ -0.85 -1 .00 

Na+ + (XH) <=> NaX + W -3.01 -2.95 

S04 z- + Y + 2H+ <=> YHzS04 17.45 17.45 

Table 5. Parameters for Exchange Sites Obtained by 
Fitting. (Same as Wolford et al., 1996) 

Soil and talus exchange complexes turn out to be fairly important to the hydrochemistry 

over long-term studies because they represent the available reservoir of cations that flush 

from the soil during spring snowmelt. Equilibrium of soil water with soil C02 gas was 

P 10-2.2 set at co2= atm. 
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3. 9 Rock and Talus Characteristics 

Talus subunits, like soil, were modeled with two equal depth horizons. Talus was 

assigned a water content of 0.543 cm3 /cm3 and a bulk density of 1.21 g/cm3
. Like Soil, 

modeling of exchange reactions on talus was based on field experiments, which were 

sufficient to define exchangeable base cations, cation exchange capacity, and 

exchangeable sulfate [Brown, et al. 1990]. Cation and sulfate exchange complexes were 

modeled as six separate reactions (See Table 1 ). Equilibrium of talus water with gaseous 

C02 was set at P co2= 1 o-2·3 atm. Although experiment suggests that there is a substantial 

range of C02 concentration in soil and talus over the course of a year, spatial variability 

is great enough to mask trends on a basin scale, making the use of a constant C02 partial 

pressure a reasonable choice [Brown et al., 1990]. 
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4. Results 

4.1 Discharge reconstruction 

The neural net approach was used to reconstruct the Emerald Lake discharge 

record because it appears to do a more accurate job of reproducing the observed field data 

than the regression method. It produces a set of discharge data that mimics the actual 

Emerald Lake data both from a timing prospective and a magnitude of discharge 

prospective. Figure 5 illustrates the resulting data set produced using the neural net 
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technique, and figure 6, the output produced using the regression method. On first 

glance, it would appear that the regression method is extremely low in its estimates of 

daily discharge, but since it is scaled to match cumulative discharge curves to peak SWE, 

this is probably misleading. The total volume of snow being deposited on a given year is 

as well represented using this method as using the neural net method, but the regression 

method seems to miss some of the peak flow structures characteristic of EL W that the 

neural net catches quite clearly. 

Modeling of 1993 flow data shows the behavior patterns of both methods well 

(Figure 7). Just as Potwisha begins its annual flow cycle earlier than ELW, the 
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regression estimation method produces a simulated EL W melt that begins earlier than 

field data indicate. By the end of the water year, the same volume of water may have 

melted in both cases, but some timing and magnitude issues exist. Although the 

regression estimation method matches the overall timing of the peak flood timing, spring 

snowmelt is consistently too early. If AHM as a model responds differently as a function 

of flood magnitude, as it surely must, then fixing this problem is important. 

The neural net reconstruction method has its problems as well. In some years, this 

method predicts flashy, high discharge events that taper very quickly. In the case o~ 

1993, this would not be much of a problem, but as the method is used estimate discharge 
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records further into the past, the problem seems to be come more severe. The neural-net 

output produces outflow data that becomes increasingly flashy the farther back in time it 

is required to go. When these peaks are the result of snowmelt, AHM cannot match the 

drop-off of the event. This causes the snowmelt optimization routine to be unable to 

converge. Since AHM had difficulty matching some of these neural net high-discharge 

events, a 7 -day moving average was applied to the output from the neural network model. 

After the 7 -day moving average was applied to the output, AHM model runs began to 

converge to a solution-set allowing modeling efforts to continue. 

This change in the discharge record has consequences that should not be blindly 

ignored. Smoothing a data set with a moving average results in less extreme magnitudes 

of"peaks and valleys" in the data, instead spreading the impact of these events over the 

course of several days. Since alpine watersheds like Emerald Lake exhibit "flushing" 

effects when pulses of water pass through, there exists a potential for incorrectly 

modeling one of the most influential behavior patterns of this kind of watershed. Without 

these sudden flood events, ions may not be mobilized from the snowpack, and may 

therefore remain around incorrectly as contributors to the yearly acid pulse. Even 

keeping all of these reasons in mind, smoothing the data still does make sense. Over the 

long-term, the most important factor to consider when evaluating chemistry trends is the 

overall magnitude of discharge. Therefore smoothing the data probably does not affect 

the accuracy of the data in a significant way. 



4.2 AHM time series and statistical hydrochemical output analysis 

The analysis of model output for Emerald Lake can be broken down into two 

sections. The first consists of an examination of daily hydrochemistry output and the 

second of daily exchange site chemistry. Within each of these sections, there is reason 

not only to evaluate each as time series data, but also to apply statistics to the same set in 

order to quantify differences between data sets. 

Statistics for a long-term data set may describe the overall fit of a model, but 

sometimes fail to note that some aspects of the model may fit better than others. The 

model output observed suggests that for some years, and during some seasons, AHM 

does a good job reproducing outflow chemistry. For other years, and other seasons, it 

appears either inadequate, or at least incorrectly calibrated for the purpose. Due to the 

dominant impetus of snowmelt, AHM is a very seasonally oriented model. An 

investigation of the model's accuracy from season to season is consequently important in 

order to judge whether some seasons are consistently poorly modeled. 
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The precipitation concentration-weathering rate scheme originally developed by 

Ross Wolford (Normal Precipitation loading rate, Normal weathering rate) was used to 

produce a baseline set of data to which other precipitation weathering-rate combinations 

will be compared Not only were these input files based directly on field measurements of 

precipitation hydrochemistry and rock/talus weathering rates, the statistics on the output 

data indicate that for most species, this combination consistently produces one of the top 

three best fit data sets. 
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Examining the large volume of data produced by AHM can be made less 

daunting by looking at certain representative elements of the output. Output for typical 

monovalent and divalent cations as well as pH, ANC and four additional species 

including sulfate, nitrate, chloride and silica are examined. On each graph, the long term 

data from AHM was plotted as a solid line, the "stand-alone year" data as a dotted line, 

and the actual field data as circles. 



4.21 AHM daily hydrochemical output analysis 

Monovalent Cations 

Sodium and potassium seem very well modeled by AHM. Sodium fluctuates 

annually over a range of 0-20 ~J.eq/L. Potassium behaves in approximately the same 
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Figure 9. Sodium and Potassium in outflow. Precipitation Concentration=l.Ox, 
Weathering Rate= 1. Ox 

White Background: Potassium (~J.eq/L) 
Grey Background: Sodium (~J.eq/L) 
Brown Background: Discharge (m3/d) 

Solid Lines: Continuous Runs 
Dotted Lines: Stand-alone Runs 
Circles: Field Data 
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manner, typically over a range of 0-6 J.leq/L. There are noticeably different behavior 

patterns in both species from 1950 to1984, and from 1984 to 1997. In the later block of 

time, the concentration oscillations in each species seem muted, not dipping as low 

during the local minima. This period of time coincides with the period of time for which 

actual field discharge records exist at Emerald Lake. Both potassium and sodium model 

data seem to match available field data well. 

Divalent Cations 
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Calcium and magnesium are the two divalent cations considered in the modeling 

analysis ofELW. Calcium is in addition the major cation in the watershed. Since many 

of the minerals present in the local bedrock contain calcium and magnesium, they are 

both directly tied to weathering rates. Calcium concentrations fluctuate over a range of 0 

to 50 J.leq/L with a peak that occurs as the snowmelt is beginning. Magnesium appears to 

behave in a manner similar to calcium. During years with more snowmelt, like 1986, the 

magnesium concentration peak occurs at about the same time as calcium, but has a less 

pronounced peak. The model seems to underestimate each species during the first half of 

years from 1985 through 1993 although the reason for this behavior is unclear. 
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Figure 10. Calcium and Magnesium outflow data. Precipitation 
Concentration=1.0x, Weathering Rate=1.0x 

White Background: Magnesium (J-Leq/L) Solid Lines: Continuous Runs 
Grey Background: Calcium (J-Le~/L) Dotted Lines: Stand-alone Runs 
Brown Background: Discharge (m /d) Circles: Field Data 

It is a matter of concern when the model is consistently underestimating the 

concentration of calcium during the first half of each water year during the late 1980s and 

early 1990s. AHM seems to undershoot calcium concentrations during the first half of 

each year, during the time when snow would be accumulating on the watershed. In 1986, 



field measurements of calcium indicate a peak around 40 J.leq /L after a steady period of 

increase, which the model fails to reproduce. 
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The explanation for this phenomenon may lie in examining the "stand-alone" 

format model runs which do not seem to exhibit the same problem. This is likely due to 

the yearly reinstatement of a constant set of initial conditions which effectively 

"replenishes" the storage of ions that apparently flush out during a long-term run. 

Another explanation is that there may be a source of calcium which slowly but 

consistently releases calcium into the basin waters. Although calcite may be present in 

the basin, it is not considered in the model because kinetic factors play a controlling role 

in its dissolution and MINEQL does not handle this well. If introduced to the set of 

weatherable minerals, MINEQL immediately dissolves any carbonates present rather than 

slowly weathering them. In the real basin, rock faces are constantly being exposed 

through various mechanical weathering processes. Carbonate minerals may be 

periodically exposed and weathered as a result, producing concentrations of calcium in 

the water that the model cannot duplicate. 
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Figure 11. pH and ANC outflow data. Precipitation Concentration=l.Ox, Weathering 
Rate=l.Ox 

White Background: ANC 
Grey Background: pH 
Brown Background: Discharge (m3/d) 

ANCandpH 

Solid Lines: Continuous Runs 
Dotted Lines: Stand-alone Runs 
Circles: Field Data 

Modeled values for acid neutralizing capacity indicate a concentration range from 

0- 60 J.leq/L and are remarkably accurate considering the model's failure to reproduce 
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the calcium peak of the snow-accumulation season. The stand-alone runs consistently 

match the field data for most years, although in 1994 ANC was overestimated for most of 

autumn. Unfortunately, the restart runs do a less reliable job of modeling ANC. These 

runs seem to overestimate ANC during the yearly peak on most years. During snowmelt 

when ANC levels drop, the restart runs seem to fall back in line with the field data, but 

this may mostly be due to dilution effects associated with the large volume of water 

generated by the snowmelt. 

A long-term ELW model run does not do a particularly good job of modeling acid 

levels in Emerald Lake watershed. This does seem a little curious since ANC seems 

reproducible with a fair degree of success. Both the stand-alone year model runs and the 

restart year runs underestimate acid concentrations in the lake outflow for most of the 

year. Some years the model seems to do a reasonable job modeling, 1986 in particular, 

which may be because the Emerald Lake model was initially designed to simulate the 

hydrochemistry of 1986. For practically every other year, the measured concentration of 

free protons in the lake outflow is nearly double what AHM predicts it to be during the 

yearly acid pulse. Clearly in 1991 there is a problem because of the consistent under

prediction by nearly a factor of two most of the time, and because the model behavior 

does not seem to be merely mimicking the field data at lower concentrations. 

Reactive Anions: Sulfate and Nitrate 

While AHM underestimates H+ concentrations frequently, it seems to consistently 

overestimate sulfate concentrations, and to produce behavioral trends that are not present 



in the field measurements. As the statistical error bar chart indicates, neither the restart 

nor the stand-alone formats is a substantially better method for the purposes of modeling 
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Figure 12. Sulfate and Nitrate outflow data. Precipitation Concentration=l.Ox, 
Weathering Rate= 1. Ox 

White Background: Nitrate (J.leq/L) 
Grey Background: Sulfate (J.leq/L) 
Brown Background: Discharge (m3/d) 

Solid Lines: Continuous Runs 
Dotted Lines: Stand-alone Runs 
Circles: Field Data 
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Nonreactive Anions: Chloride and Silica 

Chloride concentrations are modeled quite well for most years. The model 

predicts a range of 0 to 20 J.leq/L. During the years for which field data exists, the model 

appears to be accurately predicting chloride. The stand-alone modeling strategy seems to 

produce effectively the same outflow concentrations of chloride as the continuous run 
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Figure 13. Chloride and Silica outflow data. Precipitation Concentration= LOx, 
Weathering Rate= 1. Ox 

White Background: Silica (J.leq/L) 
Grey Background: Chloride (J.leq/L) 
Brown Background: Discharge (m3/d) 

Solid Lines: Continuous Runs 
Dotted Lines: Stand-alone Runs 
Circles: Field Data 



method. Although more discrepancies exist between the modeled and the field data for 

silica, AHM still appears to be estimating silica concentrations with some success. Over 

the modeled period of time, it becomes obvious that the two techniques of stand-alone vs 

continuous produce different results. During many of these years, the silica 

concentrations in outflow from the stand-alone method are significantly higher than from 

the continuous-modeling method. 

AHM is much more successful in modeling the non-reactive anions than the 

reactive anions, which it consistently overestimates. This deficiency is recognized and is 

under ongoing research at the University of Arizona where efforts are currently focused 

primarily on nitrogen budgeting and processing. 
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4.22 AHM statistical output analysis 

Five functions were used to evaluate the calibration of EL W hydrochemical data: 

the daily root mean squared error, mean absolute error, bias, peak difference, and the 

Nash-Sutcliffe measure of model efficiency. Each of these five functions evaluates the 

efficiency of a model compared to field data in different ways. 

The root mean squared error function measures the difference in value between 

Table 6. Objective Functions Used by the National Weather Service for model 
calibration. 

Name 

Root Mean Squared Error 

Mean Absolute Error 

Nash-Sutcliffe 

Bias 

Peak Error 

dt: field data for time step t. 
n: total time steps in trial. 

Description 

Measure of model efficiency 

compared to the mean 

Mean daily error 

Maximum daily difference 

Formula 

1 Ln - d -o (B) n r=l r r 

max {dr }-max {or (e)} 
l $ t $ n l $ t $ n 

Ot(8): AHM data for time step t. 
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observed and modeled data, and indicates highest model accuracy when it is at a 

minimum. Mean absolute error and bias terms are basically mean error terms. Mean 

absolute error measures error as an absolute difference between modeled and observed 

data. Bias indicates whether the overall difference between modeled and observed data is 

positive or negative, giving an impression for whether the model is generally over or 

under-predicting relative to the observed data. Peak error indicates the greatest 

inaccuracy of the model during its run. This term indicates little in terms of overall 

model accuracy, but shows the difference between the maximum extreme of model and 

observation. A lower value indicates a higher accuracy. 

For the purposes of AHM model analysis, perhaps the best estimators of overall 

model accuracy are the frequently used daily root mean squared error objective function, 

and the Nash-Sutcliffe measure, which estimates whether the model would be better off 

using a mean daily value or the model output values. When the Nash-Sutcliffe value is 

between zero and one, the model is said to produce statistically more accurate data than 

using a monotonic mean value for each day of the same time period. When the Nash

Sutcliffe is below zero, the mean value is said to be a better estimator, indicating that the 

model is not doing a very good job of producing accurate daily values. 

It is important when examining model error analysis in the following sections that 

although there may be combinations of precipitation chemistry and weathering rates that 

appear more optimal than the primary run, this does not necessarily indicate that those 

runs are more accurate in terms of initial input conditions. Through regular laboratory 

analysis of snow and rain, precipitation chemistry is known as accurately as any of the 



measurements that go into the creation of AHM input files. So although runs have been 

conducted using half-concentrations and double-concentration files, these are run solely 

for the purpose of sensitivity analysis. Weathering rates are known with far less 

certainty, so although they have been run as part of the sensitivity analysis, data analysis 

may indicate that a different weathering rate than that of the "normal" rate may actually 

be more accurate. 

Bias statistics used in the evaluation of model sensitivity analysis provide 

information about how accurate a calibrated model parameter is, and how sensitive the 

model is to changes in that parameter. If bias statistics for "halved" parameter estimate 

model output and "doubled" parameter estimate model output bound the available field 

data, this means that their resultant output bias is positive for one and negative for the 

other. It indicates that the calibrated choice (l.Ox) is the best fit in terms of producing 

accurate model output. The magnitude of the bias indicator also indicates how much 

changing the specific model parameter affects the model output, and is thereby an 

important indicator of model sensitivity. 

4.3 Restart-Format Model Output for Selected Ions 

For each of the species, calcium, hydrogen, sulfate and ANC, the statistical 

descriptors previously described were applied to the hydrochemical output from 1950 to 

1996. Although model data existed taking the final conditions of 1996 and using them 

as initial conditions for a second set of year runs, a similar statistical analysis for this set 
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of runs proved virtually identical to those from the initial set, and as such were left out 

of this examination. 

Calcium 
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Figure 14 summarizes AHM model output for calcium concentration at the EL W 
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Figure 14. Error analysis of AHM output for calcium 
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outflow. The mean error and root mean square error graphs indicate that the lowest 

error in each of these categories occurs when precipitation is at normal (1.0x analytically 

determined) rates, and when weathering rates are normal. The Nash-Sutcliffe measure 
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seems to mirror this behavior indicating that the two parameterizations that produce the 

best fit-results are the "normal-normal" combination, and the parameterization with 

double precipitation rates but halved weathering rates. The bias statistics indicate that in 

general, going to a double-concentration precipitation scheme causes the model to over

predict concentrations of calcium in the watershed. This means that the sensitivity 

analysis should be bounding the prediction possibilities for EL W. Peak error statistics 

reinforce this as well. 

ANC 
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AHM does not model acid neutralizing capacity well statistically. In every case 

of the sensitivity analysis, the Nash-Sutcliffe measure indicates that the use of a mean 

ANC value used daily would be more accurate than the output from AHM. Like calcium, 

the lowest mean and root mean square errors occur in the "normal-normal" case. The 

cases which involve 1.5x-rate weathering schemes are consistently least accurate with the 

· largest errors and lowest Nash-Sutcliffe scores. This probably indicates that weathering 

rates are strongly influential in controlling the ANC of Emerald Lake. 
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pH 

Like ANC, AHM is statistically inaccurate at modeling acid concentrations. Error 

analysis results in Figure 15 show the statistical relationship between H+ concentration 
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and observed field data. Bias measurements suggest that the sensitivity analyses bound 

the observed field data, but Nash-Sutcliffe indicators show clearly that even the best fit 

parameterization is still not as good as a monotonic mean approximation. In general the 

full-year statistics indicate that the best parameterization for H+ is the normal-normal 

combination. It has the smallest bias combined with as good a Nash-Sutcliffe index as 

any of the alternatives. 
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Sulfate 

Error analysis of AHM output for sulfate indicates that atmospheric precipitation 
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Figure 16. Error Analysis for H+ model output 
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represents perhaps the single-most influential parameter with respect to sulfate 
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concentrations in the Emerald Lake watershed. Unseen in the analyses of most of the 

other species, the biggest single impacting factor visible in the statistical analysis is the 

change in precipitation chemistry. In general, the normal precipitation loading rates 

produce the best model results as shown in Figure 17. The two absolute error indicators, 

RMSE and mean error both show lowest error values for the normal precipitation 

loading-scheme, particularly with the half-rate weathering format. Interestingly, the peak 

error measurement shows the smallest absolute deviation with the normal weathering-rate 

format. Unfortunately, none of the modeling schemes seems to do a truly acceptable job 

of modeling sulfate. The Nash-Sutcliffe measure indicates that not only in every scheme 

would the mean sulfate concentration be a better estimator, but that it would by a 

substantial amount. The sensitivity analysis information from the combined absolute 

mean and bias estimators tell us that the sulfate levels are indeed bounded by the half-rate 

and double-rate precipitation loading formats. 
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4.4 Stand-Alone (Single Year) Model Output for Selected Ions 

In the past, AHM has been quite successfully employed to model Emerald Lake. 

Why then are the multi-year runs coming out with seemingly poor statistical results? 

AHM treats individually run years differently from "long-term" runs in that the initial 

conditions for subunit chemistries, and for exchange complexes are allowed to carry over 

year to year in long term runs using restart files. To date, practically all work done using 

AHM has been done running years as stand-alone years, with relatively good results. To 

test the ability of AHM to accurately simulate an extended period of time, as well as to 

test the utilized long term file creation methods, I ran the same set of years as stand-alone 

trial runs, and conducted the same statistical and sensitivity analyses on them. The 

statistical results from these analyses are presented in Appendix A-6. 

Initial exchange conditions 

AHM considers "stand-alone" years differently from "restart" runs with respect to 

initial lake hydrochemistry, and exchange site chemistry of soil and talus. During "stand

alone" runs, these initial conditions are specified and are the same for each year. 

"Restart" runs use final conditions from the previous year for these initial chemical 

conditions. Figure 18 illustrates the behavior of the Emerald Lake model as it differs 

with respect to the mass of calcium present on the soil exchange sites on October 1 s\ 

water-year day 1. The "Normal" weathering rate produces annual initial masses of 



calcium on the soils that are substantially higher during the "restart" runs than during the 

"stand-alone" runs. This may suggest that the weathering rate is set too high since the 

stand-alone run starting soil conditions were based on field measurements of soil 

chemistry. The "half weathering" scheme causes calcium to be produced by bedrock 
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Figure 18. Initial mass of calcium on soil exchange sites (WYD 1) assuming 1.0x 
precipitation concentrations. 
Squares represent weathering rate conditions of 1.0x 
Circles represent initial yearly starting conditions 
Triangles represent weathering rate conditions of 0.5x 

weathering at a rate that is eventually consistently lower than that of the measured field 

value, effectively bounding the conditions from the stand-alone format. If we assume 

that the initial calcium-mass condition for the stand-alone format is an accurate 

representation of the average initial soil exchange chemistry, then the half-weathering 

rate is probably the most accurate choice for a model weathering rate of the three used in 

this research. The overall consistency of the trends of each set of exchange conditions 

indicates that perhaps a different weathering rate between the "Half' and "Normal" rates 
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would be more accurate. A rate of approximately two-thirds the "Normal" rate might 

produce exchange conditions whose average would be very close to field measurements. 
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Initial epilimnion conditions 

Initial epilimnion chemistry conditions are also specified as part of the starting 

condition for "stand-alone" year runs. Figure 19 shows the concentration of calcium in 

the epilimnion of Emerald Lake on October 1 s\ water-year day 1. These starting 

conditions for lake chemistry play a crucial role in determining the lake chemistry and 

thereby the outflow chemistry during the first ten to fifteen days of the year. These early 

G-------E) Stand-alone year format 
G-------E) Restart year format 

55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 

Figure 19. Initial epilimnion/lake outflow calcium concentration. (WYD 1) 

95 

Both restart precipitation chemistry and weathering are "Normal-rate" (l.Ox). 
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year effects can be seen in the daily hydrochemistry data in figures 8-12 earlier in this 

chapter. 

Calcium 

AHM models field data more accurately with respect to calcium when using the 

stand-alone year run method. The best-fit weathering rate format seems to consistently 
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Figure 20. AHM outout for Calcium. conducted as stand-alone vear runs. 
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be that of the half-rate, but with the exception of one set of runs, every Nash-Sutcliffe 

value was positive. The bias again shows that the sensitivity analysis conducted with 

precipitation rates bounded the field data. With reference to past work conducted using 

the AHM model, the modeling of calcium continues to be successfully accomplished 

when years are run using the stand-alone or isolated year method. The error-index values 

are significantly lower and the model-to-data fitting statistics agree. Since the only real 

difference between the two methods is yearly initial conditions, primarily those of soil 

and talus exchange sites, this suggests that these sites in the model may not be 

consistently replenishing by the beginning of the next year with respect to calcium. This 

results in an insufficient reservoir for the following year, and suggests that the normal 

mineral weathering rate may be too low, at least with respect to calcium. 

ANC 

The statistical accuracy of the stand-alone ANC concentrations is remarkably 

better than that of the "restart" year runs. All of the Nash-Sutcliffe values for the 

"restart" runs were negative, yet all of these for the stand-alone runs are positive. Like 

the "restart" runs, bias measurements indicate that the sensitivity analysis for 

precipitation loading bounds the field data. Mean and RMS errors are also lower than 

those of the restart year runs. The best fit seems to be on the half-rate weathering 

scheme, for normal- and for half-concentration ionic loading in precipitation. 
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Figure 21. AHM output for ANC, conducted as stand-alone year runs. 

Like ANC, model calculations ofH+ concentrations match field data much more 

accurately in stand-alone, single year hydrochemical runs. Mean and RMS error terms 

are significantly lower for all of the single-year run sensitivity analysis schemes, and the 

Nash-Sutcliffe scores were slightly higher, indicating better overall correspondence with 

field data. 
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Figure 22. AHM output for H+, conducted as stand-alone year runs. 
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4. 5 Seasonal Statistics 

The daily hydrochemistry figures show that the EL W model is somewhat 

seasonally dependent in its ability to accurately estimate species. Some species are 

modeled well throughout the year, but others are only close during a fraction of the year. 

Understanding the model's shortcomings may be contingent on identifying these 

problems correctly. The problems might simply be a product of assumptions inherent in 

the creation of a long-term model based on a minimum of available data, or they might 

reflect problems in the AHM program code. 

Generally models of alpine hydrochemistry tend to be considered as having three 

significantly different parts. The first part consists of the period of time from October 1st 

(water year day 1) to the time when the typical basin flood hydro graph begins to rise 

(April 1st). The second part contains the majority of the volume of the yearly 

hydrograph, including the spring acid pulse and the subsequent dilution from the high 

volumes of snowmelt (April 1st- July 1st) . The final part of the year lasts from July 1st to 

the end of the year, and represents the period of time when the basin is effectively free of 

snow, and is drying out. 

Calcium 

A cursory look at the AHM plot of calcium concentrations in EL W discharge 

(Figure 1 0) reveals that the model is more accurate at estimating calcium over the period 
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of time lasting from April 1st to July 1st than for any of the other time periods. Figure 16 

shows the fit statistics used in the previous error analysis and statistics section. The 

lower Nash-Sutcliffe indices indicate that the model does a poorer job of reproducing the 
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Figure 23. Calcium fit statistics (Oct 1 -Apr 1) 
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calcium data during the snow-accumulation time period (Oct 1- Apr 1 )than it does for the 
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year as a whole. The bias statistic suggests that during this time period the model output 

is lower than the field data to which it is being compared. 

During the period of the year which corresponds to the snowmelt season (April 1st 

- July 1st) the match is· significantly improved over the earlier portion of the year. Nash-
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Figure 24. Calcium fit statistics (Apr 1 - July 1) 
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Sutcliffe measures are actually positive, and overall mean error statistics are improved. 

Like the full-year statistics, the best-fit indications from the Nash-Sutcliffe occur in the 

half-weathering rate, double-concentration precipitation category. The best-fit Nash-

Sutcliffe score is down from its value with the full year analysis. 

Error statistics for the summer time-segment (July 1st- Oct 1st) when the 
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watershed is mostly snow free have high error values and low Nash-Sutcliffe 

measurements. Both indicate that in modeling the watershed for this time period, a 

constant mean daily concentration of calcium would be more effective than the model 

output. Given the relative success of the previous yearly time-period, this suggests a 

problem with the way in which the model handles this time of year. Since the bias and 

peak error indicators straddle the zero-line, the model weathering rate parameter is 

probably in the correct overall range, but the model behaves in a way inconsistent with 

that of the calcium field data. 

Overall, the seasonal statistic information indicates that the model is 

underproducing calcium during the snow-accumulation phase, and perhaps 

overproducing it during the snowmelt and summer seasons. This might be due to an 

over-accumulation of ions on exchange sites during the fall and their subsequent flushing 

during the second half of the year. 

pH (hydrogen) 

During the first period of the year, Nash-Sutcliffe measures are all negative. 

Most of the bias indicators are positive reflecting the trend seen in the daily data 

view graphs that the model is underestimating the concentrations of acid during this 

period. All RMSE values are at about 0.6 regardless of the modeling scheme used. This 

illustrates that the problem in modeling H+ is probably not related to these parameters, 

but rather lies in some other aspect of the model. 
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Figure 26. H+ in ELW outflow (Oct 1 -Apr 1) 
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During snowmelt, modeling accuracy seems to improve. Mean and RMS error 

functions are lower by about 0.2 f.!eq I L, and although the worst of the Nash-Sutcliffe 

measures get progressively lower, those associated with the "normal" weathering rate 

remain at about -0.5. During this time, the bias measurements for the "half' weathering 
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rate schemes are negative indicating that the sensitivity analysis partially bounds the field 

data, unlike during the snow-accumulation phase. 

Statistical analysis of the yearly "snow-free" period from July 1 to October 1 

shows that even relative to the previous two periods of time, the model is inaccurate, and 
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consistently too high in its predictions. This is not completely obvious in figure 15 which 
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Figure 28. H+ during the "snow-free" period (Jul 1 -Oct 1) 
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illustrates daily concentrations because the year shown (1992) is unusual in the sense that 

H+ is actually under-predicted for this period of time in 1992. The consistent inaccuracy 

is shown by the substantially lowered Nash-Sutcliffe values for this period of time, down 

nearly a full point, and all of the bias measurements show that the field data is lower than 

the model data on average in every instance of the sensitivity analysis. 



4.6 Daily Exchange Site Chemistry 

In a well calibrated model of soil and talus exchange sites condl:lcted over an 

extended duration of time, certain equilibria are expected to evolve. Specifically the 

masses of exchangeable ions are expected to fluctuate over the course of each year, and 

from year to year, however they should do so without a significant trend of depletion or 

accumulation over the duration of the model run. Some early depletion or accumulation 

is expected as the model reacts to its initial conditions, but these adjustments should 

occur only briefly as equilibria become established. 
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One of the problems involved in modeling a watershed inevitably stems from the 

interaction between basin waters, mineral weathering of rock and talus, and exchange 

sites present in soil and on rock surfaces. This becomes particularly true for a long-term 

model because over this duration of time, it is possible for exchange sites to have rising 

and falling trends in their ion exchange capacity equilibria. Additionally in an 

improperly calibrated or poorly des.igned model these sites may either reach an artificially 

depressed level of equilibrium, or become completely depleted. This problem is difficult 

to deal with since regular exchange-site field data has not been measured. These 

exchange-sites are additionally very important to the long-term modeling of the basin 

since they represent a temporary form of storage in the mass balance of the watershed. 

Exchange-site behavior is governed by equilibria equations dependent on pH and specific 

ion concentrations. 

In constructing and running this long-term model for Emerald Lake, exchange site 

behavior was monitored for each of the sensitivity analysis model runs. Analysis of 
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evolving long-term trends that would become influential in an extended model such as 

this were conducted by running the model over the original 46 year time period. End-of

run conditions were then saved, and used as initial conditions for a secondary run of 

identical duration and conditions, thus creating a 92-year trial run. Several ions exchange 

in the EL W model. Calcium is the dominant cation in the watershed and can probably be 

considered as a representative cation for the purposes of examining the behavior of base 

saturation. Other cations include potassium, magnesium, sodium, the positively charged 

hydrogen ion, and aluminum, which occupies the majority of the available exchange sites 

at any given time. Sulfate is the only anion modeled as having exchange capacity. These 

qualities make calcium and sulfate excellent candidates to monitor exchange site 

behavior. Additionally, soil pH was monitored on a daily basis because of its importance 

in determining exchange reactions. 

Calcium 

The restart-format has a very strong effect upon the modeled soil and talus 

exchange site chemistry. When the long-term model run is conducted using the 1.0x-1.0x 

precipitation-weathering format, soil exchange sites exhibit a trend of consistent, mass

loading with respect to calcium. Clearly mineral weathering plays a key role in 

determining exchange site chemistry. The 1.5x weathering rate causes calcium to 

accumulate even faster than the 1. Ox rate, suggesting that the 1. Ox rate is preferable. The 

0.5x weathering rate produces a different kind of pattern than the previous two. In this 
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case, as shown in figure 29, exchange-sites actually deplete with respect to mass of 

calcium over time, in a consistent manner. 
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Figure 29. Total mass calcium on soil exchange sites. 
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Output from AHM runs for the Emerald Lake basin suggest that AHM estimates 

exchange site chemistry on soil and talus subunits in a realistic manner. Although under 

the calibrated conditions the sites seem to become overwhelmed with respect to calcium 

in the long term, cutting this rate in half indeed leads to a depletion. Somewhere in 

between the two probably lies a rate for which exchange sites neither deplete nor 

overaccumulate calcium. Additionally, the longterm trends indicate that each weathering 
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scheme will eventually reach some equilibrium. Toward the end of the second cycle of 

runs (post 1997), the slope of the increase begins to visibly flatten, and the decrease at 

around 2032 actually registers as a loss, rather than merely a temporary break in slope as 

it does the first time around at around 1982. Although clearly none of these three 

scenarios has reached equilibrium, there is evidence that it might eventually. 
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As the name implies, exchange site chemistry requires the exchange of ions, 

charge for charge. Although the equations governing the exchange of calcium on these 

sites requires an exchange for hydrogen ions, it is ultimately aluminum that plays the 

complementary role. In Figure 30, exchange-site cations are shown as a cumulative 

percent of available sites. Aluminum occupies the greatest percentage and is plotted on 

the bottom. The figure illustrates how aluminum fluctuates over one range during the 

short-term, and follows a general trend over the long-term. Hydrogen is plotted next, and 

actually fluctuates just as much, however since the figure represents cumulative sites, and 

since the sum of the aluminum and hydrogen consistently result in approximately the 

same cation total, hydrogen plots as an relatively smooth curve. This shows the extent to 

which hydrogen and aluminum exchange in a complementary fashion, while the other 

species remain relatively constant over time in term of exchange-behavior. Aluminum 

clearly plays an important and in the Sierra Nevada, relatively unstudied role in basin 

hydrochemistry. 

Sulfate 

Figure 31 shows a three-year moving average of the modeled mass of sulfate 



present on the soil subunit. Long-term trends suggest that sulfate, like calcium, appears 

to be modeled in a realistic way. Two factors influence the concentration of sulfate on 

ion exchange sites, pH and sulfate concentration. When pH goes down, or when sulfate 

concentrations increase, sulfate as sulfuric acid will increasingly bind to available 

exchange sites according to the equilibrium reaction: 
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This means that if soil pH drops, or if precipitation loading of sulfate increases, if 

all other variables are constant, the relatively high mass of sulfate present on exchange 

site increases. Conversely, extended periods of high pH or dilute sulfate concentrations 

will tend to deplete the exchange sites of sulfate. Aqueous sulfate concentration in soil is 

probably the dominant process determining the mass of sulfate on soil exchange sites 

since there is no visible response of soil sulfate exchange mass to pH. Biological 

influence on sulfate in the basin undoubtedly occurs, however this process is not modeled 

byAHM. 

A close look at sulfate trends shows that sulfate actually ignores not only the pH 

trend, but behaves in a manner consistent to what would be expected with respect to the 

magnitude of water year. Sulfate present on soil exchange sites is shown in Figure 31 for 

each of the different weathering rate and precipitation concentration scenarios. The 

wettest multi-year blocks of time correspond to the years with the least sulfate on the 

exchange sites. 1983 represents the biggest water year on record, and sulfate exchange 

mass is at its lowest exchanged mass up to that date. This is probably because sulfate 



gets depleted from the soils during wet years when dilute snowmelt waters flush the 

basin. The late 1970s and 1980s represent drought years. During these years, sulfate 

masses accumulate on exchange sites because they never get completely flushed out. 

Mass of Sulfate on Soil Exchange Sites 
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Figure 31. Sulfate mass on exchange sites. 

Soil pH does not appear to substantially influence the mass of sulfate on the 

exchange sites. As shown on Figure 32, in 1986 soil pH fluctuated, but sulfate and 

calcium exchange masses stayed relatively stable, following more gradual trends. This 
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suggests that while pH may be playing a role over the long-term, it is certainly not the 

dominant factor in sulfate exchange behavior over the short-term. 
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Soil pH 

Examining soil pH provides information not only about that particular aspect of 

the model, but answers questions about the dominant processes responsible for the 

exchange of anions and cations on soil sites. A long-term moving average indicates that 

pH goes down during the 1960s and 1970s, and rebounds during the 1980s. Soil pH 

values in figure 33 show more impact due to changes in weathering rate than to changes 

in precipitation chemistry. This indicates that rock weathering is more important in the 

model with respect to determining soil pH than is the chemistry of snow and rain in the 
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basin overall. This suggests that even doubling the level of acid in the snow and rain 

would not impact the pH of lake outflow water by more than a tenth of a pH unit. 

During wet periods of time, like the mid-70's and early 80s, acid precipitation 

might be relatively more influential, lowering average soil pH values. Since the spring 

acid-pulse represents a temporal concentration of available mass, wet years with a large 

snowpack may exhibit increasingly intense extremelows in pH. Additionally, during the 

drier water years like the late 80s, weathering of rock absorbs a higher proportion of 

protons causing pH values to rise. 
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5. Discussion 

5.1 Model Discharge Records 

The application of neural net reconstruction techniques to discharge records tells 

the hydrologic story of the past 46 years in Emerald Lake. The upper five graphs in 

Figure 32 show reconstructed daily discharge with the cumulative discharge for the year 
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in grey in the background. The lower graph shows a 3-year moving average of the daily 

discharge data with the same annual discharge background in gray. Over the past 50 

years or so, there is an apparent cyclical trend in discharge every 14 or 15 years. The 

three-year moving average shows that around 1960, 1975 and 1990 there have been 

periods of two or three years with low cumulative discharges. Between each of these 

"troughs" are a set of years with higher than average discharges. 
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Three years after the initial neural-net discharge prediction/reconstruction, the 

subsequently available field observation data for 1997, 1998 and 1999 was used to test its 

validity and accuracy. Table 6 shows the results of the validation results. The neural 

Table 7. Results ofNeural Net Validation 

Period Observed (m3 /s) Stdev (m3 /s) Data Points 

Training 0.03762 0.03666 -0.00095 0.034853 3647 

Validation 0.04969 0.04965 -0.000037 0.044904 2193 

network models the Emerald Lake Outflow over the 1 0 years of the training period ( 1987 

- 1996) to within 2.5o/o of the average observed. Over the validation period (1983-1986 

and 1997 -1999), the neural network models the Emerald Lake discharge to within 0.1% 

of the average observed. It is worth noting however that the standard deviation of both 

periods is practically as large as that of the discharge itself. Figure 35 shows the 

observed data and the modeled reconstruction data. The graph on the bottom of Figure 
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35 shows the difference between observed data and modeled data where the modeled 

data is derived using the original 1 0-year training set. The greatest differences occur 

during the years at the beginning and end of the series since the neural network was never 
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Figure 35. Observed data versus Modeled data. The top graph shows the observed and 
modeled discharges. The bottom graph shows the observed data value minus the 
modeled data value. 

trained on those data sets. 

5.2 Hydrochemistry 

In light of the varying degrees of success with which AHM has modeled the 

hydrochemistry of EL W, several observations should be made. Some species are 

modeled quite well over the 46-year time period and can be fairly reliably used as 

predictors for hydrochemical behavior. Other species are not as well represented but at 

least maintain concentrations within a reasonable range of the field data. Although the 



modeled annual behavior patterns associated with these species fail to capture all of the 

variability measured at Emerald Lake, they are consistent and have been shown to be 

stable and reproducible with time. This means that although they cannot be used as 

reliable indicators of behavior for any specific period of time, they maintain significant 

value for the purposes of evaluating trends. 
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The statistics used to evaluate model accuracy are effective but come with some 

caveats. The Nash-Sutcliffe indicator is used in reference to the comparative accuracy of 

a simple mean. Although a mean may be better for many of the species, they can't tell us 

anything about long-term trends. Over the course of a year, it is to be expected that a 

model such as the one used for EL W will miss many of the short-term peak and valley 

behavior patterns seen in the field data. The model can simulate behavior and although it 

may miss specifics for each year, this does not detract from its validity with respect to 

these long-term results. Usage of a mean value may end up with lower mean errors 

compared to the field data available, but obviously miss the advantages the model 

provides. Indeed, the degree of success it does have by the end indicates that the model 

is doing a reasonably good job. 

Calcium 

The behavior of calcium during the first half of each year is an immediate 

indicator that the EL W model is not complete. Consistently the model fails to increase in 

concentration as the year progresses, then abruptly seems to begin matching data points 

well during snowmelt for most of the snow-free season. This indicates that an important 



source for calcium is not being taken into account. Calcium is a particularly important 

species to be able to model accurately because it is the major cation in the watershed, it 

actively exchanges on talus and soil subunits, and it is a by-product of mineral 
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weathering in the watershed. In the past, calcium has been modeled with a high degree of 

success, although problems have always existed during the snow-accumulation period, 

where observed calcium concentrations are higher than modeled. This represents an 

apparent shortcoming either in our understanding of hydrochemical processes or in the 

way MINEQL is applied to the basin. A source of calcium in the model may be missing, 

or calcium may be getting flushed from the watershed too late in the model. 

This source is probably associated with some constant incoming flux since in 

many years there aren't sudden increases in concentrations, but rather climb steadily 

throughout the snow-accumulation period of the year. Possible sources for this might 

include dissolution of a form of hereto unaccounted for yearly accumulating deposit of 

eolian calcite dust in talus units. Evidence for accumulation of eolian talus deposits has 

been found by a study in the Buckskin range, Nevada [Blank et al., 1996]. Alternatively it 

is possible that another calcium bearing mineral, in contact with the water present in 

Emerald Lake during the fall and winter, is dissolving. One hypothesis might be that 

fresh rock and talus surfaces containing calcite are exposed on a yearly basis due to the 

mechanical weathering associated with freeze-thaw processes. Calcite has been found in 

small quantities in the watershed [Shaw, 1997], but the kinetics used by AHM cause any 

available calcite to be virtually immediately dissolved under the watershed pH 

conditions. Periodic exposure of fresh calcite might explain the modeled deficiency on 
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calcium since the model doesn't have the capacity to take mechanical weathering into 

account. 

During the snow-free period of the year, field-observed concentrations of calcium 

begin to go up, however modeled concentrations do not mirror this behavior. This has 

been observed in past modeling efforts of Meixner, but it is not clear whether the 

behavior is a product of the continuous model scheme using the restart files, or whether it 

is a problem with the EL W model as constructed. The behavior in this case is typified by 

AHM failing to model a rise in calcium during the last 100 days of the year. Field 

concentrations climb gradually, suggesting a source related to mineral weathering or the 

slow release of calcium from exchange sites as soil pH levels fall. 

Hypothetically if soil ANC were too high at the end of the snow-melt period, soil 

pH levels might take longer to drop. If this happened, then calcium would remain on the 

soil exchange sites rather than be flushed into the lake. However if this happened, a later 

surge of calcium would be expected when pH levels drop. This is not seen in the 

chemical record either, so probably soil exchange is not the reason for the calcium deficit. 

This suggests that the real watershed may contain a reservoir of calcium that is only 

available during the summer after snowmelt. Perhaps the spring melt exposes new rock 

surfaces with calcium bearing mineral(s) during the snow-free and snow-accumulation 

periods of the year that are not being accounted for by the model. 
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Hydrogen 

The EL W model reproduces hydrogen ion concentrations in the lake outflow with 

inconsistent accuracy. Some years the model appears to be behaving as it should, and 

during other years the model substantially underestimates hydrogen. This probably 

indicates that the reconstructed parameters do not match the watershed behavior during 

those years. The major influences on pH tend to be the chemistry of precipitation, and 

the acid neutralizing capacity associated with weathering rate, and the degree of dilution 

due to melting. This means that one or more of these variables is probably incorrectly 

chosen on these years. The years 1986 and 1987 are the original calibration data making 

them valuable years to check for model accuracy. They both seem reasonably well 

modeled indicating that the errors being made during the poorly modeled years are not 

made during 1986 and 1987. 

Soil pH 

Soil pH is an important variable to monitor for the purposes of evaluating 

hydrologic and hydrochemical behavior. Comparing the behavior of calcium and sulfate 

accumulations on exchange sites with soil pH indicates that their presence on exchange 

sites is not solely a function of pH. Since sulfate exchanges directly as a function of 

H2S04 concentration, the lowering of pH should cause sulfate to accumulate on available 

sites. Calcium mass on exchange sites should decrease as H+ concentrations go up and 

displace calcium from the sites. 



As witnessed in the results chapter, although this behavior may be happening on 

a smaller scale, it is not always the dominant influence in the model. Sulfate behaves as 

expected, increasing in "mass present on exchange sites" with decreasing pH. Calcium 

mass on exchange sites increases in response to increases in pH, however it is the 

concentration of calcium in soil/talus water that determines whether calcium will 

accumulate or deplete on exchange sites in the long run. 

ANC 
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Surprisingly enough, even though pH is as poorly modeled as it seems to be, ANC 

is reproduced quite accurately. The stand-alone runs reproduce the available field data 

more accurately than the "restart" runs do, which means that the initial conditions for the 

watershed with respect to ANC play a significant role in determining the annual basin 

hydrochemistry. Since the initial conditions assigned to each stand-alone year run are 

identical, and produce such consistently good results in terms of reproducing ANC, this 

indicates that the actual initial conditions of EL W are very similar, year to year, 

independent of the previous water year. It also suggests that the restart runs are 

overproducing some combination of the species that make up ANC from year to year. 

The success that AHM and the EL W model have at estimating ANC levels and trends 

indicates that the water balance aspect of the modeling has at least been successful. 
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With this success, the question of how EL W responds to changes in precipitation 

chemistry arises. How sensitive is this alpine basin to an increase in acid levels? If we 

assume that the set of runs involving doubling of species in precipitation is a fair 

estimator for this type of atmospheric behavior, then we have an answer to the question. 

Figure 35 shows annual minima, maxima and means for the three-day moving time series 
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Figure 36. Long-term sensitivity of ANC and pH to depositional changes. For 
each series a 3-day moving average was applied to the data, then minima, 
maxima and means were evaluated annually. With respect to minima, in 
most cases the daily values were lower by approximately 1 1-1eq/L for ANC 
and 0.1 units for pH. 
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of pH and ANC for both a normal (l.Ox) deposition scenario, and a double (2.0x) 

deposition scenario. The backgrounded data sets represent the "normal" scenarios, and 

the superimposed lines are the "double" scenarios. Use of the three-day moving average 

display was chosen because of its relevance to biologic systems. While one day of low 

pH might not affect the fish population for example, three days of continuously low pH 

water would. The daily values for minima, maxima, and means were also examined, 

although they do not appear in this thesis. The daily minima line was slightly lower in 

some years than that for the three-day moving average by approximately 0.1 pH units and 

1 ~J-eq/L ANC, the mean lines were approximately the same, and the maxima lines for the 

daily series were slightly higher in most cases. 

Since the key factor in terms of acid impact on these watersheds would be from 

the yearly minima of pH, examining these is most important. Interestingly, the 

differences between the minima lines for pH are relatively negligible from one 

precipitation scenario to the next, indicating that the chemistry of the snow and rain plays 

only a marginal role in determining the annual minima. Doubling the concentration of 

precipitation does not seem to present an excessive danger to the overall acidity and acid 

neutralizing capacity of Emerald Lake. 
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Sulfate 

The inability of AHM to successfully model the annual fluctuations of sulfate 

over a long-term period of time may indicate something important about how the ELW 

model deals with hydrochemistry. During a typical year, the ELW model estimates that 

sulfate builds to reach a yearly peak maximum around 15 ~eq/L. The field data suggests 

that the true peak concentration for sulfate on an average year is around 1 0 ~eq/L instead. 

The field data also shows that sulfate builds to a peak later in the year, and more abuptly 

than the model estimates. 

This may indicate that the model is producing its pulse of sulfate in a different 

way than the watershed. For the most part, sulfate enters the watershed through 

precipitation, is retained on exchange sites on talus and soil subunits, then washes out 

through the lake outflow. The gradual building to a peak that the model exhibits 

indicates that the source of sulfate in the outflow during this time is relatively constant. 

In contrast the sharp peak seen in the field data suggests a sudden pulse which is quickly 

exhausted and dies off. This rapid build to a concentration maximum coinciding with the 

spring snowmelt suggests that the source of sulfate in the field is probably short-term 

storage on exchange sites and in snowpack. The model itself may be getting its sulfate 

almost immediately from precipitation as it falls on the watershed. 

One positive thing seen in the EL W model is that the sensitivity analysis bounds 

available field data, statistically according to the bias measurement. Even though the 

short-term rise and fall timing may be inaccurately modeled, the annual flux of sulfate 

appears to be approximately correct. 



5.3 Sensitivity Analysis and Bounding 

Any model that attempts to reproduce historical data using a surrogate data set 

intrinsically inherits a degree of inaccuracy. If the model is well constructed, then the 

long-term trends will be accurately reproduced, even though the day-to-day values will 

be inaccurate. A sensitivity test on model inputs is a good way to judge how accurate 

model parameterizations are. Standard procedure on running a basic sensitivity analysis 

requires one variable to be changed, the model output to be compared to that of the 

unchanged run, and the procedure repeated. A well-calibrated model parameter will be 

conducive to producing model output that is very similar to observed field data. A 

sensitivity analysis of the same output should produce output that overestimates and 

underestimates observed field data. A model with a particular sensitivity to a certain 

variable may not necessarily produce identical output to field data, but should at least 

over- and under-shoot those same field data under a sensitivity analysis. 

The EL W model sensitivity analysis generally indicates that with respect to the 

variables examined, the model is well calibrated. There are simply other aspects of the 

model that are not absolutely correct. The half-rate precipitation chemistry deposition 

schemes produce statistical results that indicate the model is underestimating the outflow 

concentration of related species where the double-rate scheme bounds the field data by 

overestimating the outflow concentrations. 
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5.4 Exchange 

Anion exchange chemistry is most affected the amount of snow deposited on the 

watershed, and by weathering rate. Precipitation chemistry causes changes, but on a 

lesser scale. Years in which the basin receives a high volume of snow coincide with 

depletion of sulfate from exchanges sites. 

Cation exchange chemistry is most largely influenced by weathering rate. Unlike 

sulfate, the content of cations on exchange sites seems unaffected by magnitude of 

deposited snow, except when several wet or dry years fall in a row. Even then the 

exchange chemistry still follows patterns governed primarily by weathering rate. 

Aluminum and hydrogen ions fluctuate the most on exchange sites as soil pH rises and 

falls, but these two approximately balance each other out. 

If the "correct" weathering rate is one which leads to the most accurate 

representation of nature, then it is probably also one which neither gains nor loses 

substantially over the long-term. Presuming that the watershed is in a state of 

approximate equilibrium, then concentrations of species on exchange sites in one year 

would be expected to be balanced by depletions in another year, averaging out over an 

extended period of time. The most accurate model weathering rate could therefore be 

considered the one that lead to such a long-term balance of gains and losses. In this case, 

a weathering rate between 0.5x and l.Ox is probably the most accurate, perhaps slightly 

closer to the 0.5x rate than to the l.Ox rate. Future modeling efforts should perhaps use a 

rate of around 0.7x. 
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Considering exchange site chemistry represents perhaps the biggest chemical 

reservoir in the watershed, model results lead to an important conclusion about the 

relative influence of various basin-wide parameters in the big picture. It is clear that 

exchange sites do not play a very important role in determining the eventual lake outflow 

chemistry. Even in the 2.0x weathering rate, which leads to a substantial trend of 

concentration of calcium on exchange site, doesn't cause the lake outflow to follow a 

similar long-term gaining trend. The increase in weathering rate merely appears to cause 

the establishment of a new equilibrium at a slightly increased level. 

5.5 Evident Long-term Hydrochemical Patterns 

AHM model output tells us a considerable amount about the history of Emerald 

Lake hydrochemistry. The first thing that stands out is that although there is considerable 

fluctuation on a yearly basis, there does not appear to be a strong trend in hydrochemical 

behavior that develops over the modeled window of time. Each modeled species reaches 

highs and lows that repeat every few years, without any year standing out significantly. 

There are some slight trends that develop over roughly a ten-year time span. 

These seem to be largely controlled by the overall volume of precipitation that falls on 

the watershed. During the 1970's a drought struck California, and resulted in five or six 

years of very little snow at Emerald Lake. The impact of this drought can be seen in the 

gradual elevation of ANC and pH levels in the outflow, and of calcium and sulfate on the 

exchange sites of talus and soil. In the beginning of the 1980's several years followed 

with relatively high volumes of precipitation. The trends seen in the second half of the 



1970's abruptly reverse, with calcium and sulfate being depleted on exchange sites, and 

outflow ANC and pH levels dropping. During this time, the soils and talus units are 

almost certainly flushed out, momentarily driving concentrations of dissolved species to 

high levels in the outflow, before dropping to typical levels. A similar set of trends is 

visible in the late 1980's until the middle 1990's when a second dry period struck the 

Sierra Nevada. 
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Curiously, the impact of these climate patterns represents a dominant control of 

Emerald Lake hydrochemistry. At the time of the beginning of this project, changes in 

precipitation chemistry were considered likely candidates for being the most dominant 

factor involved in basin-wide chemical behavior. This has not proven to be the case. The 

graph of yearly minima, maxima and means for ANC and pH illustrate that of the three 

variables, precipitation chemistry, weathering rate, and volume of precipitation, 

precipitation chemistry is the least influential. Even doubling the concentration of the 

species in snow and rain for the entire modeling period does not impact the resulting 

hydrochemistry to nearly the same extent as weathering. Assuming for the moment that 

the l.Ox weathering rate is the most accurate one to use, a comparison between the 

impact of decade-long trends and the impact of changing the precipitation chemistry 

shows that the assigned precipitation chemistry is of lesser importance. 

5. 6 Overview 

The sensitivity analysis behaved slightly differently than was expected in that the 

higher and lower weathering rate runs didn't seem to either overwhelm, or deplete the 



long-term mass of calcium present on exchange sites. After looking at the overall 

statistical trends for each species in EL W outflow, an overall picture of how the model 

was working began to appear. 
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During much of the year, the predictions of H+ and the divalent cations were 

consistently too low. During the snow accumulation period these cations were definitely 

low. During snowmelt, cation concentrations come up to approximately the same 

concentrations as seen in field observations. During the snow-free time period as field 

data indicates that cation concentrations are going back up, the model begins to under

predict again. It is difficult to discern exactly what time of year the cation deficit really 

begins occurring which makes identification of the specific model fault challenging. The 

gap between field data and model data seems to widen fastest during the first part of the 

snow accumulation period (October through December) which makes this period 

particularly suspect. 

At the same time that cations were too dilute in concentration, ANC and the 

anions sulfate, phosphate and chloride were too high. Since one of the primary 

contributors to ANC is mineral weathering, and since silica is noted to be consistently 

high in concentration during the first half of the year, this probably indicates that the 

"normal, 1.0x" weathering rate is a little too high. This matches what Ross Wolford 

decided when he calibrated the model for 1986 and 1987. He decided on using the 

"0.5x" weathering format that was included in the sensitivity analysis. Use of this lower 

weathering rate does produce better fit results, statistically for ANC and calcium. Silica 

concentration plots indicate that this is perhaps too slow a weathering rate however. 
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Future modeling for EL W might be best done using some intermediate 

weathering rate, perhaps around 0.7x. The effects of this reduction of weathering would 

hopefully be to lower ANC and silica concentration modeling predictions, thereby raising 

H concentrations, bringing pH estimates down to a more accurate range. 
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6. Conclusions 

Long-term modeling efforts for Emerald Lake using the Alpine Hydrochemical 

Model have provided insight into several aspects involving the model and the basin itself. 

They have established and confirmed the ability of AHM to run in a stable and successful 

fashion for an extended time period. Operating using the best available assumptions for 

yearly conditions and existing field data, a calibrated model of AHM consistently 

produced output data for each chemical species of interest with a lead-in of nearly 35 

years before available field data with which to compare. These model runs illustrate 

long-term trends that have likely taken place in the past 50 years at Emerald Lake and 

suggest that the trends of hydrochemical behavior in EL W have been more stable over 

the last 50 years than might have been previously predicted. Even with all of the 

recognized droughts and water surpluses that have taken place, the hydrochemical 

behavior has shown a tendency to quickly rebound from these extremes. Finally, the 

long-term runs establish sensitivity ranges of response for the watershed with given 

changes in key input parameters. Knowing how sensitive Emerald Lake as an alpine 

basin is to changes in precipitation chemistry answers the very question that originally 

drove the research project in the Tokopah valley. 

The EL W model output indicates that the conceptual understanding of the basin 

hydrochemistry is still incomplete. Even during time intervals for which basin outflow 

volume and timing from the basin are known, the model stumbles in its ability to 

completely accurately predict outflow hydrochemistry. This is in part because the input 



files for basin outflow and timing are partially reconstructed based on discharge data 

from a different location and elevation. 
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Given these results, how much can the model-generated data be relied upon? The 

value of the model lies in its ability to predict the watershed hydrochemical sensitivity to 

changes in inputs. A mass-balance model with the capacity to carry conditions over from 

one year to the next is inherently at risk to become overloaded or completely depleted 

with respect to the reservoirs of ions. Even after operating for a 34-year period of time, 

the EL W model produces outflow hydrochemistry that fairly accurately reproduces field 

data. This suggests that the model is effective in neither heavily overloading nor 

completely depleting over time. The model is thus reliably judging basin-wide behavior 

within certain limits, and can be expected to do so under a varied set of input conditions. 

It should reasonably be able to answer questions about hydrochemical basin sensitivity to 

precipitation chemistry changes on a yearly basis, even if find day-to-day inaccuracies 

remain. 

There is precedent for long-term hydrochemical modeling in the literature, and the 

comparison of the conclusions of others to those this study bear examination. In their use 

of the model, MAGIC, Cosby et al. specifically noted in their discussion that the most 

severe difficulties encountered in using a mathematical model such as MAGIC for long

term predictions lie in the calibration and verification of the model [Cosby, et al., 1986]. 

Few research sites have water quality records extensive enough in time to provide a 

rigorous test of the model. Fortunately for this modeling effort, Emerald Lake is one of 



the most studied lakes in the world with correspondingly extensive and continuous 

temporal and spatial data existing for over a decade of time. 

6.1 Historical Overview 

Emerald Lake has experienced several sets of extended wet and dry periods 

within the last 50 years. The late 1980s and early 1990s were drought years, and the late 

1960s and early 1980s were periods of wet weather. There have been several examples 

of extreme discharge events in the recent past. During 1969, a wet year already, a flood 

was estimated to have reached a basin high of nearly 90,000 m3 /day. 1983 appears to be 

the wettest year on record going back through 1950. 1967 and 1969 represent the next 

two biggest years and in combination add up to a very wet period of time for the basin. 

The aspect of basin hydrochemistry that seems to be most impacted by trends in 

overall volume of snow involves exchange-site chemistry. Although on any given year 

the mass of cations attached to exchange sites fluctuates, long-term trends exist. A ten

year moving average shows that both calcium and sulfate have similar long-term 

behaviors that correlate with the timing of extended wet and dry periods. Over the long

term, a series of wet years or intermixed wet and dry years causes the model to become 

depleted with respect to cation mass on exchange sites. A series of dry years reverses 

this trend, causing cations to accumulate on the exchange sites. 

This behavior is probably due to soil flushing. Big water years will tend to have 

longer period of time during which time dilute snowmelt waters are flushing the soils, 

exchanging any cations present for H+ ions. Dry water years on the other hand allow 
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weathering to be a more dominant process. A smaller fraction of the year is spent 

flushing the soils, and more time weathering and neutralizing of acid in the watershed. 

This leads to higher pH soil water, and higher masses of cations on exchange sites. 
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Emerald Lake watershed appears to be relatively stable with respect to 

precipitation changes. In the event of increased levels of acid rain, the hydrochemistry of 

EL W may shift to slightly lower pH levels, but should not suddenly begin to show signs 

of inability to buffer acid. Under the operating parameters used for this simulation, 

precipitation chemistry is a small enough contributor to overall basin hydrochemistry that 

it plays a role of only minor significance. The amount of precipitation by sheer volume 

appears to be of much greater significance. As the model is set up at present, it appears 

that natural climate anomalies represent a much greater threat to the watershed in terms 

of dramatically lower basin pH than does anthropogenic influence. 

For the purposes of modeling Emerald Lake hydrochemistry AHM seems to do a 

good job, but some aspects of the yearly behavior present problems. Calcium is 

consistently underestimated during the first half of each year, while ANC and silica, 

usually good checks on weathering rates, are consistently overestimated during this same 

period of time. Unsurprisingly given the high ANC levels, modeled pH is higher than 

field-site data suggests it should be as well. During the annual snow melt period when 

the discharge hydrograph is around its peak, modeled values for all of these species 

Improve. 

The causes for these model inaccuracies is unknown, but may be related to some 

missing source-sink aspect of the watershed such as a groundwater source draining talus 



subunits, dissolving carbonate deposits and feeding into the lake. Lowering of the 

weathering rate and allowances for a groundwater aspect to the basin model might make 

a difference with respect to these species by reducing outflow silica, and weathering 

based ANC. During the early part of the year when snow is accumulating and inflow to 

the lake is exclusively from soil drainage, this might increase levels of calcium to match 

observed concentrations. 

6.2 Recommendations for future work 

Future work on Emerald Lake needs to be done to evaluate exactly this 

shortcoming of the model. Why are calcium levels consistently low during the snow 

accumulation periods of the year, while acid-neutralizing capacity remains as high as it 

does? Clearly the problem goes beyond the simple addition of calcite as a source of 

material to weather. The properties of nitrogen based species were barely given attention 

in this model study, as were those of organic compounds. They may play some role in 

the complexation and release of calcium as well as in acid-neutralizing capacity, and may 

provide answers to some of these questions. In some natural waters, organic compounds 

have been found to play a significant role in acid buffering. Were this found to be true, 

their addition to the model might mean an additional required reduction of mineral 

weathering to match the observed ANC. 
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Appendices 

A-1 Initial Lake Chemistry (Stand-alone years) 

Species Epilimnion (ueg I L) 

ANC 30.49 

Calcium 22.24 

Chloride 2.68 

pH 6.36 

Potassium 3.13 

Magnesium 4.04 

Sodium 12.43 

Ammonium 0.30 

Nitrate 2.81 

Phosphate 0.03 

Silica 27.93 

Sulfate 6.14 
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A-2. Initial Exchange Site Chemistry (Stand-alone Years) 

Initial molar masses present on subunit exchange sites by species. 

Ion Talus Soil 

Calcium 3444 19960 

Magnesium 746.4 1473 

Sodium 408.3 382.6 

Potassium 4632 29690 

Sulfate 1941 1900 

Hydrogen 43660 29900 
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A-3 Daily Outflow Hydrochemistry Figures 

Outflow ions; Precipitation=0.5x, Weathering=0.5x 
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a 

Outflow ions; Precipitation=2.0x, Weathering=0.5x 
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a 

Outflow ions; Precipitation=0.5x, Weathering=1.0x 
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Outflow ions; Precipitation=1.0x, Weathering=1.0x 
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Outflow ions; Precipitation=2.0x, Weathering=1.0x 
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Outflow ions; Precipitation=O.Sx, Weathering=1.5x 
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a 

Outflow ions; Precipitation=1.0x, Weathering=1.5x 
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a 

Outflow ions; Precipitation=2.0x, Weathering=1.5x 
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A-4 Hydrochemistry Statistic Figures 
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A-5 Seasonal Statistics Figures 
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SO/- Fit Statistics during Snow accumulation season (October 1 - April 1) 
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SO/- Fit Statistics during Snow-melt season (April1 - June 1) 
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so/- Fit Statistics during Summer, snow-free season (June 1 -October 1) 
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A-7 Computer Simulation Structure and Code 

The process of simulating an extended period of time using AHM has two parts. 

The first involves the creation of the input files. The second involves the actual running 

AHM for the time period of interest and extracting the important data from the AHM 

output files. All code was wrtten for SUN Solaris using UNIX shell and A WK scripts. 

A UNIX shell script "Create_AHM_files" was used to create the initial set of files 

for each year of the 46-year sequence. These files were subsequently modified by hand 

as required in order to get AHM to converge on a solution set. These modifications 

mostly involved manipulating the timing and magnitude of precipitation events and of 

snow/ice coverage. 

As a caveat, any user of this code should be aware that at several times directories 

were restructured so paths may not be correct. In addition, this code was copied directly 

from working files, so the author acknowledges that these scripts appear rough. They are 

included here to provide specific information on how modeling was conducted and data 

extracted from the resulting model output files. 

Create AHM files: 

#!/bin/sh 
# This program prior to completion is intended to create the input 
# files required by ahm, the alpine hydrochemical model. 
# 
# 
########################################################################### 



#--------------List of Required Files and locations 
# 
#--------------END INPUT FILE NAME LIST---------------------------------
#------------- Take Input year (format: XXXX eg.1992) 
year=$1 
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#======--===============GET INFO FROM DATABASES===================# 

yr=' echo $year I cut -c3-4 ' 
peakswe='cat ELW _cum I nawk 'BEGIN{year='$year' 

nextyear=year+ 1 } 
$1 < nextyear && $1 >= year {high=$2 } 
END { print high } ' ' 

if [ "$yr" -eq 69 ] 
then peaks we= 160.0 
fi 

peakswe_in_m='nawk 'BEGIN{ print '$peakswe' * 0.0254}' ' 
snowpack_in_m='nawk 'BEGIN{ print '$peakswe' * 1200000 * 0.0254 }'' 
echo "Peak SWE for $yr is $peakswe_in_m meters, with a $snowpack_in_m snowpack" 

#=================CREATE INPUT FILES =========================# 
cd wy$yr 
########################### pack_chems ######################## 
# These files need to be checked and potentially adapted, year to year 
#Currently they reflect a mean snowpack/sfw chemistry. These are basically 
# MINEQL input files. 
# ....... .. ......................... .... ....... ... ....... .... ........... . 
tot_len=' we -1 /home/palisade/tom/ ahrnlwy90/model/90 1 pack. chm I 

nawk '{print $1 }'' 
desired_len=' expr $tot_] en - 1' 

tail -$desired_len /home/palisade/torn!ahrnlwy90/model/90 1 pack.chm I nawk ' 
BEGIN {peakswe='$peakswe_in_m' 

print " 1.000 1.200 0.5000" } 
{printf "%5d %14e %11.4f\n", $1 , $2 * (peakswe I .53594), $3 } 
' > $yr"1pack.chm" 

###################### 
tot_len=' we -1 /home/palisade/tom/ ahrnlwy90/model/902pack. chm I 

nawk '{print $1 } ' ' 
desired_len=' expr $tot_len - 1' 

tail-$desired_len /home/palisade/torn!ahrn!wy90/model/902pack.chm I nawk' 
BEGIN {peakswe='$peakswe_in_m' 

print" 1.000 1.200 0.500" } 
{printf"%5d %14e % 11.4f\n", $1 , $2 * (peakswe I .53594), $3 } 
' > $yr"2pack.chm" 

##################### 



tot_len=' wc -llhomelpalisadeltom/ahm/wy901modell903pack.chm I 
nawk '{print $1 }' ' 

desired_! en=' expr $tot_len - 1' 

tail -$desired_len lhomelpalisadeltom/ahm/wy901model/903pack.chm I nawk' 
BEGIN {peakswe='$peakswe_in_m' 

print 11 1.000 1.200 0.500 11
} 

{printf 11%5d %14e %11.4f\n11
, $1 , $2 * (peakswe I .53594), $3 } 

' > $yr113pack.chm11 

##################### 

tot_len=' wc -1 lhomelpalisadeltom/ahm/wy901modell904pack.chm I 
nawk '{print $1 }'' 

desired_len=' expr $tot_len - 1' 

tail -$desired_len lhomelpalisadeltom/ahm/wy901model/904pack.chm I nawk' 
BEGIN {peakswe='$peakswe_in_m' 

print 11 1.000 1.200 0.500 11
} 

{printf 11%5d %14e %11.4f\n11
, $1 , $2 * (peakswe I .53594), $3 } 

' > $yr114pack.chm11 

###################### 

tot_len=' wc -1 lhomelpalisadeltom/ahm/wy901modell905pack.chm I 
nawk '{print $1 }' ' 

desired_len=' expr $tot_len - 1' 

tail -$desired_len /homelpalisadeltom/ahm/wy901modell905pack.chm I nawk ' 
BEGIN {peakswe='$peakswe_in_m' 

print II 1.000 1.200 0.50011
} 

{printf 11 %5d %14e %11.4f\n11
, $1 , $2 * (peakswe I .53594), $3 } 

' > $yr115pack.chm11 

##################### 

tot_len='wc -1 lhomelpalisadeltom/ahm/wy901model/901sfw.chm I 
nawk '{print $1 }'' 

desired_len=' expr $tot_len - 1' 

tail -$desired_len lhomelpalisadeltom/ahm/wy901modell901sfw.chm I nawk' 
BEGIN {peakswe='$peakswe_in_m' 

print 11 1.000 1.200 0.500"} 
{printf 11%5d %14e %11.4f\n11

, $1 , $2 * (peakswe I .53594), $3 } 
' > $yr11 1sfw.chm11 

##################### 

tot_len=' wc -1 lhomelpalisadeltom/ahm/wy901model/902sfw.chm I 
nawk '{print $1 }' ' 
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desired_! en=' expr $tot_! en - 1' 

tail -$desired_len lhomelpalisadeltom/ahm/wy901model/902sfw.chm I nawk' 
BEGIN {peakswe='$peakswe_in_m' 

print" 1.000 1.200 0.500" } 
{printf "%5d % 14e %11.4f\n", $1 , $2 * (peakswe I .53594), $3 } 
' > $yr"2sfw.chm" 

###################### 

tot_len=' we -1 lhomelpalisadeltom/ahm/wy901modell903sfw.chm I 
nawk '{print $1 }' ' 

desired_len=' expr $tot_len - 1' 

tail-$desired_len lhomelpalisadeltom/ahm/wy901model/903sfw.chm I nawk' 
BEGIN {peakswe='$peakswe_in_m' 

print" 1.000 1.200 0.500" } 
{printf"%5d %14e % 11.4f\n", $1 , $2 * (peakswe I .53594), $3 } 
' > $yr"3sfw.chm" 

###################### 

tot_len=' wc -1 lhomelpalisadeltom/ahm/wy901model/904sfw.chm I 
nawk '{print $1 }'' 

desired_len=' expr $tot_len - 1' 

tail-$desired_len lhomelpalisadeltom/ahmlwy901model/904sfw.chm I nawk' 
BEGIN {peakswe='$peakswe_in_m' 

print" 1.000 1.200 0.500" } 
{printf "%5d %14e %11.4f\n", $1 , $2 * (peakswe I .53594), $3} 
' > $yr"4sfw.chm" 

##################### 

tot_len=' wc -1 lhome/palisadeltom/ahm/wy901model/905sfw.chm I 
nawk '{print $1 }' ' 

desired_! en=' expr $tot_! en - 1' 

tail-$desired_len lhomelpalisadeltom/ahmlwy901model/905sfw.chm I nawk' 
BEGIN {peakswe='$peakswe_in_m' 

print " 1.000 1.200 0.500" } 
{printf "%5d % 14e %11.4f\n", $1 , $2 * (peakswe I .53594), $3 } 
' > $yr"5sfw.chm" 

echo "finished snowpack and snow-free-water chemistry units" 
########################### ahm.script ######################## 
# Operation Script not necessary, but frequently used. 
py='expr $yr- 1' 
sed "s/BBI$pylg" lhomeltupungatolcgutmann/ahmlcomrnon/ahm.script > ahm.script 
chmod 755 ahm.script 
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########################## alkdef ######################## 
# Constant File. Alkalinity Definition 
cp /home/pa1isade/tom/ahrnlwy86/alkdef. 

########################### chemepi. $yr ######################## 
# Epilimnion Chemistry. Currently reflects that of 1986 
cp /home/palisade/tom/ ahrnlwy86/ chemepi. 86 chemepi. $yr 
########################### chernhypo.86 ######################## 
# Hypolimnion Chemistry. Currently reflects that of 1986 
cp /home/palisade/torn!ahm/wy86/chernhypo.86 chernhypo.$yr 
########################### chernlist ######################## 
# List of chemical components to be modeled 
cp /home/palisade/tom/ahm/wy86/chernlist. 
########################### chemnam.86 ######################## 
cat /home/palisade/torn!ahmlwy86/chemnam.86 l sed 's/86/'$yr'/g' > chemnam.$yr 
########################### chemstrm. 867 ######################## 
ch=' echo $yr I cut -c2 ' 
chemstr=' expr $yr \ * 10 + $ch + 1' 
cp /home/palisade/tom/ahrnlwy86/chemstrm.867 chemstrm.$chemstr 

########################### disch ######################## 
# Discharge File. Format: WYD FLOW(m3/day) 
# 

cat /home/ice/cgutmann/thesis/emerald/flow/emerald_nnet.dat I nawk ' 
BEG IN {year='$ year'} 
int($1- 0.25)=year {printf"%8.2f\n", $2}' > disch 
###########################etmelt ######################### 
#ASK TOM. This file seems to be possibly an output from the 
# snowmelt optimization section of AHM. The line below would allow 
# a default version from 1986 to be copied over if needed. 

# cp /home/pa1isade/tom/ahm/wy86/etmelt. 

########################### gasdate.dat ######################### 
cp /home/palisade/tom/ahm/wy86/gasdate .dat.new gasdate.dat 

###########################infiles.$yr######################### 
cat /home/tupungato/cgutmann/ahm!common/infiles.aa I sed 's/86/'$yr'/g' > infile 
s.$yr 

########################### ionic.dat ######################### 
cp /home/palisade/tom/ahm/wy86/ionic.dat . 

########################### key .chem ######################### 
#These files seem to be either runstream files 
prev _year=' expr $year - 1 ' 
cat /home/palisade/tom/ahm/wy86/key.chem I sed 's/1985/'$prev_year'/g' I 

sed 's/86/'$yr'/g' > key.chem 

########################### key.optmi ######################### 
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cat /home/tupungato/ cgutmann/ahm/ common/key. optmi I 
sed 's/aa/'$yr'/g' I sed 's/bb/'$py'/g' > key.optmi 

########################### key. opti ########################## 
sed 's/10/3/g' key.optmi > key.opti2 

########################### key.optmi2 ######################### 
cat /home/tupungato/ cgutmann/ ahm/ common/key. optmi2 I 

sed 's/aa/'$yr'/g' I sed 's/aa/'$py'/g' > key.optmi2 

########################### kinetic. 500 ######################### 
cp /home/palisade/torn/ahm/wy86/kinetic.500 . 

########################### kinetic.dat ######################### 
cp /home/palisade/torn/ahm/wy86/kinetic.dat. 

########################### makemelt.dat ######################## 
cp /home/palisade/torn/ahrnlwy86/makemelt.dat . 

########################### meltfact.in ######################### 
cp /home/tupungato/ cgutmann/ ahm/ common/meltfact.in . 

########################### q$yrall.dat ######################### 
cp /home/palisade/torn/ahm/wy86/q86all.dat "q"$yr"all.dat" 
########################### q$yroptim.dat ####################### 
cp /home/palisade/torn/ahrn/wy86/ q 86optim. dat q$yr" optim.dat" 

########################### rain.$yr ######################### 
echo "Making Rain.$yr file" 
cat $HOME/thesis/annie_raw/rain_dep I nawk ' 
BEGIN{ year='$year'} $4 ==year {print $0}' I nawk' 
BEGIN{ 

yr='$yr' 
OFS="" 
} 

($2 =="Oct") {mon=" 10"; lp=l} 
($2 =="Nov") {mon="ll "; lp=O} 
($2 =="Dec") {mon="12"; lp=O} 
($2 ="Jan") {mon="01 "; lp=O} 
($2 ="Feb") {mon="02"; lp=O} 
($2 =="Mar") {mon="03"; lp=O} 
($2 =="Apr") {mon="04"; lp=O} 
($2 ="May") {mon="05"; lp=O} 
($2 = "Jun") {mon="06"; lp= l} 
($2 == "Jul") {mon="07"; lp=l} 
($2 =="Aug") {mon="08"; lp=l} 
($2 == "Sep") {mon="09"; lp=1} 
(lp == 1) { day=$3 
if(day < 10) {day="O"day} 
rain=$6 
printf'%4s %9.4f%9s \n",mon day,rain,"rch" yr "0001 "} 
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' > rain.$yr 

########################### rch. * ######################### 
# Ideally, this will take each rain event listed in rain.$yr and 
# spit out a rain chemistry for it. At present, and until 
# future reason dictates, it is fixed at a mean rain chem level. 
# (Actually, as of 4-14-98, its fixed at the arbitrary rain chem 
# for 5-24-90.) This needs to be fixed. 
# The file is formatted as input for MINEQL 

# for rainfile in ' cat rain.$yr I nawk '{print $3 }' ' 
# do 
#cat /home/palisade/tom/ahm/wy90/model/rch90524 > $rainfile 
# done 

cp /home/palisade/tom/ahrnlwy94/model/rch94717 "rch"$yr"0001" 

########################### runstrm ######################### 
cp /home/palisade/tom/ahm/wy86/runstrm . 
########################### sch* ######################### 
cp /home/palisade/tom/ahm/wy94/model/sch94000 "sch"$yr"0001" 
########################### seq$yr.dat ######################### 
cp /home/palisade/tornlahm/wy86/seq86.dat seq$yr.dat 

########################## snow .$yr ########################### 
tot=' echo $peakswe_in_m I nawk '{print $1 } '' 
echo "Making snow file with a total SWE of $tot meters." 
# cat $HOME/thesis/annie_raw/lp_snow _dep I nawk ' 
tail -18018 /home/tupungato/cgutmann/ahm/common/adj_snow I nawk ' 

BEGIN { year='$ year' 
yr='$yr' 
tot='$ tot' } 

($1 >= year) && ($1 < year+ l) {lptot+=$7; mon[$5]=$3; 
snow _for_ date [$5 ]=$7 
day[$5]=$2 
if ( day[$5] <= 9) day[$5]="0"day[$5] 
if (mon[$5] <= 9) mon[$5]="0"mon[$5] 
} 

(int($1) == year) && (($4+$5)/2 <= 42) {lptot+=$7; mon[$5]=$3; 
snow _for_date[$5]=$7 
day[$5]=$2 
if ( day[$5] <= 9) day[$5]="0"day[$5] 
if (mon[$5] <= 9) mon[$5]="0"mon[$5] 
} 

END{ for (counter= I ; counter<=366; counter++) 
{ if(snow_for_date[counter] > 0) 

{ 
printf"o/o4s %9.4f %9s \n", mon[counter] day[ counter] , 
snow_for_date[counter] *(tot* 100 /lptot), "sch"yr"OOOl" 
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} 
}' > snow.$yr 

cat $HOME/thesis/annie_raw/g3 I nawk ' 
BEGIN { year='$ year' 

check_in=O} 
(check_in == 0) && (int($1) == year) && ($7 > 0) { 

check_in=1 
print year, $5 }' > /home/tupungato/cgutmann/ahm/common/snowbegin 

########################### smcaet* 
#SUBUNITS: 1-soil,2-talus,3-rock,4-stream,5-lake 

#FORMAT: 
# 1 2 3 4 5 6 
# ------- --- ------ --- ----------- ---
# snowmelt SCA sublim PET hypolimnion ice 

cd /home/ice/ c gutmann/thesis/ emerald/ sea 
psm=$peakswe_in_m 
echo "Calculating SCA for $psm meters of snow" 
val_sh $peakswe_in_m $year 
echo "Finished SCA calculations" 
cat rock_$psm nawk '{print $2}' > rtmp 
cat lake_$psm nawk '{print $2 }' > ltmp 
cat soil_$psm nawk '{print $1 , $2 }' > stmp 
cat talus_$psm I nawk '{print $2 }' > ttmp 
rm *_$psm 
echo "Creating Bulk SCA file" 
paste stmp ttmp rtmp ltmp > /home/tupungato/cgutmann/ahm/wy$yr/sps_bulkfile 
rm rtmp ltmp stmp ttmp 
cd /home/tupungato/cgutmann/ahm/wy$yr 
###################### 
# SPS_bulkfile Format: 
# 1-date,2-soilsca,3-talussca,4-rocksca,5-streamsca,5-lakesca 
###################### 
#SOIL 
###### 
echo "Making smack units! --" 
echo" Soil" 
cat sps_bulkfile I nawk ' 
{ printf"%10.4f \n", $2 } ' > temp 

cat /home/palisade/tom/ahm/wy87 _new/smcaetl.87 I nawk' 
{print $1 , $3, $4, $5, $6}' > temp2 

paste temp temp2 I nawk ' 
{printf"%10.4f %9.4f %9.4f %9.4f %9.4f %9.4f\n", 1, $1 , $3, $4, $5, $6} 
' > smcaetl.$yr 
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######################################################### 
# TALUS 
###### 
echo" Talus" 
cat sps_bulkfile I nawk 1 

{ printf"%10.4f\n", $3} 1 > temp 
cat /home/palisade/tom/ahm/wy87 _new/smcaet2 .87 I nawk 1 

{print $1 , $3, $4, $5, $6 }1 > temp2 

paste temp temp2 I nawk 1 

{printf"%10.4f %9.4f %9.4f %9.4f %9.4f %9.4f\n", 1, $1 , $3, $4, $5, $6 } 
1 > smcaet2.$yr 

######################################################### 
#ROCK 
###### 
echo" Rock" 
cat sps_bulkfile I nawk 1 

{ printf "%10.4f\n", $4} 1 > temp 

cat /home/palisade/tom/ahm/wy87 _new/smcaet3 .87 I nawk 1 

{print $1 , $3, $4, $5, $6} 1 > temp2 

paste temp temp2 l nawk 1 

{printf"%10.4f%9.4f %9.4f%9.4f%9.4f %9.4f\n", 1, $1 , $3, $4, $5, $6} 
1 > smcaet3.$yr 

######################################################### 
#STREAM 
###### 
echo " stream" 

cat sps_bulkfile I nawk 1
{ printf "%1 0.4f\n", $5 } 1 > templake 

cat /home/palisade/tom/ahm/wy87 _new/smcaet4.87 I nawk 1 

{print $3, $4, $5 } 1 > templake2 

paste templake templake2 I nawk 1 

{printf"%10.4f%9.4f%9.4f%9.4f%9.4f%9.4f\n", 1, $1 , $2, $3, $4, 0} 
1 > smcaet4.$yr 

rm templake templake2 

######################################################### 
#Lake 
###### 
echo" Lake" 
cat sps_bulkfile I nawk I 

BEGIN { snowmelt=4 
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hypo=O 
} 

{ printf"%10.4f \n", $5 } ' > templake 

cat /home/palisade/tom/ahm/wy87 _new/smcaet5.87 l nawk' 
{print $1 } ' > temp lake 1 
cat /home/palisade/tornlahm/wy86/smcaet5n.86l nawk' 
{print $3, $4, $5 }' > templake2 
cat temp lake I nawk 'BEGIN { mycount=O} 
# tocheck : the number of days until first snow 
# endsnow : the date of the last day of SCA = 1 
# mycount : an indicator that SCA has reached 1 
# allgone: the date when SCA=O 
($1 == 0) && (mycount == 0) { ice[NR]=O; tocheck=NR; sca[NR]=$1 } 
($1 == 1) {ice[NR]=42; sca[NR]=$1 ; mycount=1; endsnow=NR} 
($1 < 1) && ($1 > 0) && (mycount == 1) { 

ice[NR]=42 * $1 ; sca[NR]=$1 ; snowgone=NR } 
($1 = 0) && (mycount == 1) { ice[NR]=O; sca[NR]=$1} 

END { ice_melt_begin=endsnow-30 
for (i= 1; i<= ice_melt_begin; i++) {print ice[i] } 
for (j=ice_melt_begin+ 1; j<=snowgone; j++) { 

k=(j + 30 * ((snowgone-j)/(snowgone- ice_melt_begin) )) 
print ice[int(k)] } 

for (last=snowgone+ 1; last<=365;last++){print ice[last]} 
} ' > templake3 

paste temp lake 1 temp lake templake2 templake3 I nawk ' 
{printf"%10.4f %9.4f %9.4f%9.4f %9.4f%9.4f\n", $1 , $2, $3, $4, 7.5, $6} 
' > smcaet5 .$yr 

rm templake templake2 templake3 

echo "finished Smack files" 

########################### soil* 
cp /home/palisade/tornlahm/wy86/ soil1 an2. so4 so ill an2 .so4 
cp /home/palisade/tom/ahm/wy86/soil1 bn2.so4 soil1 bn2.so4 
cp lhome/tupungato/cgutmann/ahm/common/soillan2.so4 . 
cp /home/tupungato/cgutmann/ahm/common/soil1 bn2.so4 . 
########################### ssink.dat ######################### 
cp /home/palisade/torn!ahrn!wy86/ssink.dat . 
########################### tal2?n$yr.so4 ####################### 
cp /home/palisade/tom/ahm/wy86/tal2an86.so4 tal2an$yr.so4 
cp /home/palisade/tom/ahmlwy86/tal2bn86.so4 tal2bn$yr.so4 
########################### thrm.dat ######################### 
cp /home/palisade/tom/ahm/wy86/thrm.dat. 

####################LAST THING: FOR YEARS WITH KNOWN DISCH, copy it over# 
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if [ "$year" -eq 1986 ] 
then 

cp /home/palisade/tom/ahm/wy86/disch . 
elif [ "$year" -eq 1969 ] 
then 

cp /home/ice/cgutmannlthesis/emerald/flow/d1 disch 
elif [ "$year" -eq 1987 ] 
then 

cp /home/palisade/tom/ahm/wy87 _new/disch.optim disch 
elif [ "$year" -eq 1990 ] 
then 

cp disch.tom disch 
elif [ "$year" -eq 1991 ] 
then 

tail -365 $HOME/thesis/emerald/flow/disch.wy91 I field -3 > disch 
elif [ "$year" -eq 1992 ] 
then 

tail -366 $HOME/thesis/emerald/flow/disch.wy92 I field -3 > disch 
elif [ "$year" -eq 1993 ] 
then 

tail -365 $HOME/thesis/emerald/flow/disch.wy93 I field -3 > disch 
elif [ "$year" -eq 1984 ] 
then 

tail -366 $HOME/thesis/emerald/flow/disch.wy84 I field -3 > disch 
elif [ "$year" -eq 1985 ] 
then 

tail -365 $HOME/thesis/emerald/flow/disch.wy85 I field -3 > disch 
elif [ "$year" -eq 1994 ] 
then 

tail-365 $HOME/thesis/emerald/flow/disch.wy94 I field -3 > disch 
elif [ "$year" -eq 1995 ] 
then 

tail -365 $HOME/thesis/emerald/flow/disch.wy95 I field -3 > disch 
elif [ "$year" -eq 1996 ] 
then 

tail -366 $HOME/thesis/emerald/flow/disch.wy96 l field -3 > disch 
elif [ "$year" -eq 1997 ] 

then 
tail -365 $HOME/thesis/emerald/flow/disch.wy97 I field -3 > disch 

else 
echo "Using estimated discharge files" 

fi 

cp -r /home/tupungato/cgutmannlahm/wy87 /compare_flow/ . 
cp /home/tupungato/cgutmann/ahm/common/opti.script . 
####################### H ydconst. all #################### 

Lkfr=' cat smcaet5.$yr I nawk '$2 != 0 { print NR }' I head -1 I wydtocal' 
echo "Lake Freeze date: $Lkfr" 
Lktw='cat smcaet5 .$yr I nawk '$2 != 0 { print NR }' I tail-1 I wydtocal ' 
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echo "Lake Thaw date : $Lktw" 
Stfr='cat smcaet4.$yr I nawk '$2 != 0 { printNR }' I head -1 I wydtocal' 
echo "Stream Freeze date : $Stfr" 
Sttw=' cat smcaet4.$yr I nawk '$2 != 0 {print NR }' I tail -1 I wydtocal' 
echo "Stream Thaw date : $Sttw" 

cat /home/tupungato/cgutmann/ahm/common/hydconst.all I 
sed 's/Soil_frez//g' I sed 's/Soil_thaw//g' I 
sed 's/Tal_frez//g' I sed 's/Tal_thaw//g' I 
sed 's/Rock_frez//g' I sed 's/Rock_thaw//g' I 
sed "s/Strf/$Stfr/g" I sed "s/Strt/$Sttw/g" I 
sed "s/Lakf/$Lkfr/g" I sed "s/Lakt/$Lktw/g" > hydconst.$yr 

####################### Dummy file ######################### 
cp /home/palisade/torn/ahm/wy86/dummy. 
#***********************fixing smcaet5 files*************************" 
cp smcaet5 .$i tl 
cat tl I nawk '{printf'%10.4f%9.4f%9.4f%9.4f%9.4f%9.4f\n", $1 , $2, $3, $4, 
7.5 , $6}' > t4 

mv smcaet5.$i smcaet5_old.$i 
mv t4 smcaet5 .$i 
rm t1 
mkdir results 
echo"********************** Leap Year fixes*****************************" 
check=' grep $yr . ./wylisf 
if [ "$check" -ne 0] 
then 
head -365 smcaetl.$yr >tel 

else 

cat te 1 common/last_line > t 1 
head -365 smcaet2.$yr >tel 
cat te 1 common/last_line > t2 
head -365 smcaet3 .$yr >tel 
cat te 1 common/last_line > t3 
head -365 smcaet5.$yr >tel 
cat te 1 common/last_line > t4 
head -365 smcaet5.$yr >tel 
cat te 1 common/last_line > t5 
mv tl smcaetl.$yr 
mv t2 smcaet2.$yr 
mv t3 smcaet3.$yr 
mv t4 smcaet4.$yr 
mv t5 smcaet5.$yr 
rm tel 
sed 's/365/366/g' . ./common/key.rest > . ./common/temp 
sed "s/aa/$yr/g" . ./common/temp> key.rest 
sed 's/365/366/g' results/script2 > results/temp 
mv results/temp results/script2 
chmod 755 results/script2 
sed 's/365/366/g' key.optmi2 > temp_2 
mv temp_2 key.optmi2 
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cp common/key.rest . ./common/temp 
sed "s/aa/$yr/g" . ./common/temp > key.rest 

fi 

cp /home/tupungato/ cgutmann/ahm/ common/ scri pt2 results/ script2 
cat /home/tupungato/cgutmann/ahm/common/par.12 I 

sed "s/ZZ/$i/g" > results/par.12 
cp /home/tupungato/cgutmann/ahm/common/output.chem results 
cp /home/tupungato/cgutmann/ahm/common/chemstrm.AA 7 chemstrm.$i "7 
#################### 3 day moving average smooth########################### 
if [ "$yr" -It 84 ] 
do 
cat disch I nawk 'BEGIN {yr='$yr'} 
{flow[NR]=$1 
if( NR <= 180) {flow[NR]=$1 } } 

END{ days=365 

4} 

if ( (yr/4)==int(yr/4) ) { days=366} 
for (i= 1; i<=days; i++) { 

if(i==1) { 
flow[i] =(flow[i] + flow[i+1] + flow[i+2] + flow[i+3]) I 

else if (i==2) { 
flow[i]=(flow[i-1] + flow[i] + flow[i+1] + flow[i+2] + f 
low[i+3])/5 } 

else if (i==3) { 
flow[i] =(flow[i-2] + flow[i-1] + flow[i] + flow[i+ 1] + f 

low[i+2] + flow[i+ 3])/6 } 
else if (i==( days-2)) { 

flow[i]=(flow[i-3] + flow[i-2] + flow[i-1] + flow[i+1] + 
flow[i+2] + flow[i])/6 } 

else if(i==(days-1)) { 
flow[i]=(flow[i-3] + flow[i-2] + flow[i-1] + flow[i+ 1] + 

flow[i])/5 } 
else if (i==days) { 

flow[i] =(flow[i] + flow[i-1] + flow[i-2] + flow[i-3]) I 
4 } 

else { . 
flow[i] = (flow[i-3] + flow[i-2] + flow[i-1] + flow[i] + 

flow[i+ 1] + flow[i+2] + flow[i+3]) I 7 } 
print flow[i] } 

} ' > disch.fixed 
mv disch disch.old 
cp disch.fixed disch 
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cd .. 

#==================END CREATE_AHM_FILES CODE=============== 

With the input files created, the next step involves running AHM. Since my 

project typically involved looking at either exchange site chemistry or outflow chemistry, 

I constructed scripts to run each of these in the following format, illustrated in the 

following flowchart. Each indentation indicates that a script is being called from within a 

loop in the script on the previous level. Note that there are a few smaller programs 

previously in existance before this project such as "ahm.script" which are not included in 

this appendix, but are called in the scripts. 

Outflow: 

Run_ outflow 

Kinetic_fix 

Operate_ outflow 

Extract_ outflow 1 

Extract_outflow2 

Exchange: 

Run_exch 

Kinetic _fix 

Operate_ exch 



Extract_ exch 1 

Extract_exch2 

Code for each of these scripts follows. 

Run outflow: 

#!/bin/sh 

######################## delete old files 
for yr in 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 7 
3 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 
do 
cd wy$yr 
rm fort* 
rm chemic_* 
rm phalk_* 
rmq_* 
rm stor* 
rm inout* 
cd .. 

done 

####################### done deleting 

for depstat in half norm doub 
do 
for yr in 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 '63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 7 
3 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 
do 
##-----{ 
cd wy$yr 
cp . ./common/sch_$depstat "sch"$yr"0001" 
cp . ./common/rch_$depstat "rch"$yr"0001" 
cd .. 
done 
##-----} 
# -------------------------------------------------------------
for kinetic in 500 1000 1500 
do 
for rept in 1 2 
do 

echo "Currently on $kinetic, $rept, $depstat. Sorry!" > status 
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# Kinetic Fix 
sed "s/aaaa/$kinetic/g" old_tup_ahm/kinetic_fix > templ 
chmod 7 55 temp 1 
templ 
rm tempi 
# 
### Flow files "Operate_outflow" 
sed "s/aaaa/$kinetic/g" operate_outflow > templ 
sed "s/bb/$rept/g" templ > temp2 
chmod 755 temp2 
echo "Running AHM on outflow files" >> status 
if [ "$rept" -eq 1 ] 
then 

sed "s/cccc/chem/g" wy50/temposcript > wy50/ahmoscript 
temp2 

else 

fi 

sed "s/cccc/rest/g" wy50/temposcript > wy50/ahmoscript 
cd wy96 
gunzip chemic_restl_out_$kinetico96ogz 
cp chemic_restl_out_$kinetico96 o./wy50 
gzip chemic_restl_out_$kinetico96 
cd 00 

temp2 

rm temp 1 temp2 

extract_ outflow 1 
extract_outflow2 

rm wy[0-9][0-9]/* ogz 
rm -r results/ 
mv double_run/restarts/outflow /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/results/$depstat/restarts 
mv double_run/single/outflow /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/results/$depstat/single 
rm /home/ice/ cgutmann/tup6/$depstat. tar ogz 
tar -cvf /home/ice/ cgutmann/tup6/$depstat. tar /home/ice/ cgutmann/tup6/results/$d 
epstat 
gzip /home/ice/ cgutmann/tup6/$depstat. tar 
mv /home/ice/ cgutmann/tup2/$depstat. tarogz /home/tupungato/ cgutmann/ahm 
rm -r double_run/wy[0-9][0-9] 

done # finish half/norm/doub loop 

Kinetic fix 

#!/bin/sh 

for year in 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 
73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 

do 
cd wy$year 
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cp . ./common/kinetic.aaaa kinetic.dat 
cd .. 
done 

Operate outflow 

!/bin/sh 

#------Solo Runs---------# 

kine=aaaa 

#------- SINGLE YEAR CHEM RUNS------# 
for year in 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 
73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 

do 
echo "single, $year" >> status 
cd wy$year 
rm results/*. test 
ahm.SUN < key.chem 
cp phalk.out results 
awkinout < inout.out > results/q.test 
cd results 
chemplot.SUN < output.chem 
yl=' wc -1 chemtest.out I field -1' 
yearlen=' expr $yl - 1' 
head -$yearlen chemtest.out > temp 
mv temp chemtest_sing_outfl.$year 
cd .. 

#---ARCHIVE chemic.dat, phalk.out, q.test ### 
cp chemic.dat chemic_singbb_out_$kine.$year 
cp phalk.out phalk_singbb_out_$kine.$year 
cp results/q.test q_singbb_out_$kine.$year 
gzip chemic_singbb_out_$kine.$year 
gzip phalk_singbb_out_$kine.$year 
gzip q_singbb_out_$kine.$year 
cd .. 

done 

#------------BEGIN RESTART CHEM RUNS--------------------# 

foryr in 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 6162 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 7 
3 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 
do 
echo "restarts, $yr" >> status 
cd wy$yr 
rm results/* .test 
py=' expr $yr- 1' 
if [ "$yr" -ne 50 ] 
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then 
cp . ./wy$py/chemic.dat. 

else 
cp chemic_restl_out_$kine.96 chemic.dat 

fi 
ahm.script 
awkinout < inout.out > q_restbb_out_$kine.$yr 
cp phalk.out phalk_restbb_out_$kine.$yr 
cp chemic.dat chemic_restbb_out_$kine.$yr 
if [ "$kine" -eq 1000 ] 
then 
cp inout.out inout_bb_$kine.$yr 

# cp stor.out stor_bb_$kine.$yr 
# gzip stor_bb_$kine.$yr 

gzip inout_bb_$kine.$yr 
fi 

gzip phalk_restbb_out_$kine.$yr 
gzip chemic_restbb_out_$kine.$yr 
gzip q_restbb_out_$kine.$yr 
cd .. 
done 

Extract outflow 1 

#!/bin/sh 

if ls I grep double_run > /dev/null 
then 

else 
rnkdir double_run 
fi 

#================ OUTFLOW =======----==========# 

for yr in 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 7 
3 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 
do 
echo "$yr in double__graph" > status 
cd double_run 

# ----------BEGIN Single Year Runs ------------------# 
#####Test to see if directory wy$yr exists##### 
if ls I grep wy$yr > /dev/null 
then 

else 
rnkdir wy$yr 
fi 
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cd wy$yr 

##### Test to see if directory results exists ##### 
if ls I grep single_results > /dev/null 
then 

else 
mkdir single_results 

fi 
cd single_results 
cp /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/cornrnon/output.chem . 

for kinetic in 500 1000 1500 
#####Test to see if directory $kinetic exists##### 
do 
if Is I grep $kinetic > /dev/null 
then 

else 
mkdir $kinetic 

fi 
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------# 
#::::: Current directory is tup6/double_run/wy$yr/single_results/ :::::# 
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------# 
#####Analyse single years from phalk.out files##### 
gunzip /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/wy$yr/phalk_sing 1_out_$kinetic.$yr.gz 
cp /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/wy$yr/phalk_sing1_out_$kinetic.$yr phalk.out 
chemplot.SUN < output.chem 
gzip /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/wy$yr/phalk_singl_out_$kinetic.$yr 
yl=' wc -1 chemtest.out I field -1' 
yearlen=' expr $yl - 1' 
head -$yearlen chemtest.out >temp 
mv temp chemtest. out 
chem.print chemtest.out 
mv *.test $kinetic 
rm phalk.out 

done 
cd .. 
# ----------BEGIN Restart Year Runs------------------# 

if Is I grep restart_results > /dev/null 
then 

else 
mkdir restart_results 

fi 
cd restart_results 
cp lhome/ice/cgutmann/tup6/cornrnon/output.chem . 

for kinetic in 500 1000 1500 
do 
#####Test to see if directory $kinetic exists##### 
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if Is I grep $kinetic > /dev/null 
then 

else 
mkdir $kinetic 

fi 
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------# 
# :::: : Current directory is tup6/double_run/wy$yr/restart_results/ ::::# 
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------# 

#-----------> First time through runs 

##### Analyse single years from phalk.out files##### 
gunzip lhome/ice/cgutmann/tup6/wy$yr/phalk_rest1_out_$kinetic.$yr.gz 
cp /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/wy$yr/phalk_rest1_out_$kinetic.$yr phalk.out 
chemplot.SUN < output.chem 
gzip /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/wy$yr/phalk_rest1_out_$kinetic.$yr 

yl='wc -1 chemtest.out I field -1' 
yearlen=' expr $yl - 1' 
head -$yearlen chemtest.out > temp 
mv temp chemtest.out 
chem.print chemtest.out 
mv *.test $kinetic 
rm phalk.out 

done 

#-------------> Second Time through runs 

cd /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/double_run/wy$yr 
if Is I grep restart2_results > /dev/null 
then 

else 
mkdir restart2_results 

fi 
cd restart2_results 
cp /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/common/output.chem . 

for kinetic in 500 1 000 1500 
do 
##### Test to see if directory $kinetic exists ##### 
ifls I grep $kinetic > /dev/null 
then 

else 
mkdir $kinetic 

fi 
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------# 
#::::: Current directory is tup6/ double_run/wy$yr/restart2_results/ ::: :# 
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------# 

##### Analyse single years from phalk.out files ##### 
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gunzip /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/wy$yr/phalk_rest2_out_$kinetic.$yr.gz 
cp /home/ice/ cgutmann/tup6/wy$yr/phalk_rest2_ out_$kinetic. $yr phalk.out 
chemplot.SUN < output.chem 
gzip /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/wy$yr/phalk_rest2_out_$kinetic.$yr 
yl=' wc -1 chemtest.out I field -1 ' 
yearlen=' expr $yl - 1' 
head -$yearlen chemtest.out > temp 
mv temp chemtest.out 
chem.print chemtest.out 
gunzip /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/wy$yr/q_rest2_out_$kinetic.$yr.gz 
cp /homelice/cgutmann/tup6/wy$yr/q_rest2_out_$kinetic.$yr q.test 
gzip /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/wy$yr/q_rest2_out_$kinetic.$yr 
mv *.test $kinetic 

rm phalk.out 
done 
cd /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6 

done 

Extract outflow2 

#!/bin/sh 
# 

############################################################# 
##Cleanup Routine. Add comment symbols to stop this ## 
cd double_run 
rm -r single 
rm -r restarts 
rm -r temp temp2 
cd .. 
############################################################# 

cd double_run 
ifls I grep single > /dev/null 
then 

else 
rnkdir single 

fi 
cd single 
if ls I grep outflow > /dev/null 

then 

else 
rnkdir outflow 
fi 

cd .. 

if ls I grep restarts > /dev/null 
then 
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else 
mkdir restarts 

fi 
cd restarts 
if ls I grep outflow > /dev/null 

then 

else 
mkdir outflow 

fi 

cd /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/double_run 

######################################################## 
#### Outflow data for first run 
######################################################## 
foryrin 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 7 
3 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 
do 
echo "$yr in repeat_run" > status 
for kinetic in 500 1000 1500 
do 

echo "Processing Outflow for year 19$yr, kinetic: $kinetic" 
for species in al anc ca cl fe k mg na nh4 no3 ph po4 si so4 q 
do 
if [ "$yr" -eq 50 ] 
then 

cat wy$yr/single_results/$kinetic/$species.test I nawk 'BEGIN { anno='$yr'} 
int(anno/4)=(anno/4) {print anno+$11366, $2} 
int(anno/4)!=(anno/4) {print anno+$11365, $2}' >temp 

mv temp single/outflow/$species.$kinetic 
rm wy$yr/single_results/$kinetic/$species. test 
else 
cat wy$yr/single_results/$kinetic/$species.test I nawk 'BEGIN { anno='$yr'} 

int(anno/4)==(anno/4) {print anno+$1/366, $2} 
int(anno/4)!=(anno/4) {print anno+$1 /365, $2}' >temp 

cat single/outflow/$species.$kinetic temp > temp2 
mv temp2 single/outflow/$species.$kinetic 
rm wy$yr/single_results/$kinetic/$species. test 
fi 

if [ "$yr" -eq 50 ] 
then 
cat wy$yr/restart_results/$kinetic/$species.test I nawk 'BEGIN { anno='$yr'} 

int(anno/4)==(anno/4) {print anno+$11366, $2} 
int(anno/4)!=(anno/4) {print anno+$1/365, $2}' >temp 

mv temp restarts/outflow/$species.$kinetic 
rm wy$yr/restart_resul ts/$kinetic/$species. test 

else 
cat wy$yr/restart_results/$kinetic/$species.test I nawk 'BEGIN { anno='$yr'} 

int(anno/4)==(anno/4) {print anno+$1 /366, $2} 
int(anno/4)!=(anno/4) {print anno+$11365, $2}' >temp 

cat restarts/outflow/$species.$kinetic temp > temp2 
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mv temp2 restarts/outflow/$species.$kinetic 
rm wy$yr/restart_results/$kinetic/$species.test 
fi 

done 
done 

done 

######################################################## 
#### Outflow data for second run 
######################################################## 
foryr in 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 7 
3 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 
do 
for kinetic in 500 1000 1500 
do 
echo "Processing Repeat Outflow for year 19$yr, kinetic: $kinetic" 
for species in al anc ca cl fe k mg na nh4 no3 ph po4 si so4 q 
do 
cat wy$yr/single_results/$kinetic/$species.test I nawk 'BEGIN { anno='$yr'} 

int(anno/4)=(anno/4) {print anno+47+$1/366, $2} 
int(anno/4)!=(anno/4) {print anno+47+$1/365, $2}' > temp 

cat single/outflow/$species.$kinetic temp > temp2 
mv temp2 single/outflow/$species.$kinetic 
rm wy$yr/ single_results/$kinetic/$species. test 

cat wy$yr/restart2_results/$kinetic/$species.test I nawk 'BEGIN { anno='$yr'} 
int(anno/4)==(anno/4) {print anno+47+$1/366, $2} 
int(anno/4)!=(anno/4) {print anno+47+$11365 , $2}' >temp 

cat restarts/outflow/$species.$kinetic temp > temp2 
mv temp2 restarts/outflow/$species.$kinetic 
rm wy$yr/restart2_results/$kinetic/$species.test 

done 
done 

done 

cd /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6 

Run exch 

#!/bin/sh 

######################## delete old files 
for yr in 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 7 
3 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 
do 
cd wy$yr 
rm fort* 
rm chemic_* 
rmphalk_* 
rmq_* 
rm stor* 
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rm inout* 
cd .. 

done 

####################### done deleting 

for depstat in half norm doub 
do 
rm /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/$depstat.tar 

foryrin 50 5152 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 7 
3 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 
do 
##-----
cd wy$yr 
cp . ./common/sch_$depstat "sch"$yr"0001" 
cp . ./common/rch_$depstat "rch"$yr"OOO 1" 
cd .. 
done 
##----- } 
# -------------------------------------------------------------
for kinetic in 500 1000 1500 
do 
for rept in 1 2 
do 

echo "Currently on $kinetic, $rept, $depstat. Sorry!" > status 

#Kinetic Fix 
sed "s/aaaa/$kinetic/g" old_tup_ahm/kinetic_fix > tempi 
chmod 7 55 temp 1 
tempi 
rm tempi 

# Exch Files 

sed "s/aaaa/$kinetic/g" operate_exch > tempi 
sed "s/bb/$rept/g" tempi> temp2 
chmod 7 55 temp2 
echo "Running AHM on exchange files" >> status 
temp2 
if [ "$rept" -eq I ] 
then 

fi 

cd wy96 
gunzip chemic_exch_restl _$kinetic.96.gz 
cp chemic_exch_restl_$kinetic.96 . ./wy50 
gzip chemic_exch_restl_$kinetic.96 
cd .. 

rm temp 1 temp2 

done 
done 
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extract_exchl 
rm wy[0-9][0-9]/*.gz 
extract_exch2 

rm -r /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/results/$depstat/restarts 
rm -r /homelice/cgutmann/tup6/results/$depstat/single 
mv double_run/restarts/exch /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/results/$depstat/restarts 
mv double_run/single/e~ch /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/results/$depstat/single 
tar -cvf /homelice/cgutmann/tup6/$depstat.tar /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/results/$ 

depstat 
gzip /home/ice/ cgutmann/tup6/$depstat. tar 
rm -r double_run/wy[0-9][0-9] 

done # finish half/norm/doub loop 

operate exch 

#!/bin/sh 

kine=aaaa 
isit=bb 

#-------make files ------# 
echo "Making Files" 
for year in 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 
73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 

do 
echo "Year =$year" 
leapcheck=' nawk 'BEGIN {year='$ year' 

if ((year/4) == int(year/4)) {print 1} 
if ((year/4) != int(year/4)) {print 0}}' ' 

cd wy$year 
rm results/* .test 

if [ "$leapcheck" -eq 1 ] 
then 
cat . ./common/key.exch I sed "s/aa/$year/g" I sed 's/365/366/g' > key.exch 
cat . ./common/key.echem I sed "s/aa/$year/g" I sed 's/365/366/g' > key.echem 
else 
cat . ./common/key.exch I sed "s/aa/$year/g" > key.exch 
cat . ./common/key.echem I sed "s/aa/$year/g" > key.echem 
fi 

cd /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/ 
done 
for year in 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 
73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 

do 

cd wy$year 
py=' expr $year - 1' 
if [ "$year" -eq 50] 
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then 

else 

fi 

if [ "$isit" -eq 2 ] 
then 

cp chemic_exch_rest1_$kineo96 chemicodat 
ahmoSUN < keyoexch 
else 
ahmoSUN < keyoechem 

fi 

cp o./wy$py/chemicodat 0 

ahmoSUN < keyoexch 

cp phalk.out results 
cp chemicodat chemic_exch_restbb_$kineo$year 
gzip chemic_ exch_restbb _$kine 0 $year 
cp phalk.out ophalk_exch_restbb_$kineo$year 
gzip phalk_exch_restbb_$kineo$year 

ahmoSUN < keyoechem 
cp phalk.out results 
cp phalk.out phalk_exch_singbb_$kineo$year 
gzip phalk_exch_singbb_$kineo$year 
cd 00 

done 

extract exchl 

#!/bin/sh 

if ls I grep double_run > /dev/null 
then 

else 
mkdir double_run 

fi 

#==================== OUTFLOW ====================# 
for yr in 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 7 
3 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 
do 
echo "$yr in double_graph" > status 
cd double_run 

#----------BEGIN Single Year Runs------------------# 
#####Test to see if directory wy$yr exists##### 
if ls I grep wy$yr > /dev/null 
then 

else 
mkdirwy$yr 

fi 
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cd wy$yr 

#####Test to see if directory results exists##### 
if Is I grep single_results > /dev/null 
then 

else 
rnkdir single_results 
fi 
cd single_results 
cp lhome/ice/cgutmann/tup6/common/output.chem. 

for kinetic in 500 1000 1500 
##### Test to see if directory $kinetic exists ##### 
do 
if ls I grep $kinetic > /dev/null 
then 

else 
rnkdir $kinetic 
fi 

#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------# 
#::::: Current directory is tup/ahm/double_run/wy$yr/single_results/ :::: :# 
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------# 
##### Analyse single years from phalk.out files ##### 
done 
cd .. 
#----------BEGIN Restart Year Runs ------------------# 

if Is I grep restart_results > /dev/null 
then 

else 
rnkdir restart_results 
fi 
cd restart_results 
cp lhome/ice/cgutmann/tup6/common/output.chem. 

for kinetic in 500 1000 1500 
do 
#####Test to see if directory $kinetic exists##### 
if ls I grep $kinetic > /dev/null 
then 

else 
rnkdir $kinetic 
fi 

#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------# 
#::::: Current directory is tup/ahm/ double_run/wy$yr/restart_results/ :: : :# 
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------# 

done 
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#-------------> Second Time through runs 

cd /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/double_run/wy$yr 
if Is I grep restart2_results > /dev/null 
then 

else 
mkdir restart2_results 
fi 
cd restart2_results 
cp /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/comrnon/output.chem. 

for kinetic in 500 1000 1500 
do 
#####Test to see if directory $kinetic exists##### 
if Is I grep $kinetic > /dev/null 

then 

else 
mkdir $kinetic 
fi 

#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------# 
#::: :: Current directory is tup/ahrn/ double_run/wy$yr/restart2_results/ ::: :# 
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------# 

done 
cd /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/ 

done 

#================= EXCHANGE = ====================# 

#----------------------- Single Year Run ----------------# 
for yr in 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 

73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 
do 
cd /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/double_run 
cd wy$yr 

if Is I grep sing_exch_results > /dev/null 
then 

else 
mkdir sing_exch_results 
fi 
cd sing_exch_results 

#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------# 
#::::: Current directory is tup/ahrn/double_run/wy$yr/sing_exch_results/ ::# 
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#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------# 
for kinetic in 500 1000 1500 
do 
##### Test to see if directory $kinetic exists ##### 
if ls I grep $kinetic > /dev/null 
then 

else 
mkdir $kinetic 

fi 
cd $kinetic 
gunzip /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/wy$yr/phalk_exch_sing1_$kinetic.$yr.gz 
cp /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/wy$yr/phalk_exch_sing1_$kinetic.$yr phalk.out 
for unit in 1 6 

do 
echo "Year = 19$yr and Unit = $unit" 

mkdir $unit 
#---------------------- soil exchange ---------------

sed "s/5,7/$unit,12/g" /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/common/output.chem > t.chem 
sed "s/phalk.out/pa1 .out/g" t.chem > temp.chem 

cat phalk.out I nawk '{printf''%3d %3d %2d %6.3f%11.4E %11.4E %9.3E %9.3E %9.3E 
%9.3E %9.3E %9.3E %9.3E \n",$1 ,$2,$3,$4,$5 ,$6,$7,$8,$9,$10,$11 ,$12,$19}' > pal.o 
ut 

chemplot.SUN < temp.chem 
yl=' wc -1 chemtest.out I field -1 ' 
yearlen= ' expr $yl - 1' 
head -$yearlen chemtest.out > temp 
mv temp chemtest.out 
chem.print2 chemtest.out 
for multspec in ca_s mg_s na_s k_s al_s h_s so4_st 
do 
paste Q.test $multspec.test > t1 
cat t1 I nawk '{Q[$1]=$2; S[$3]=$4} 

END{ for (i=1;i<=366;i++) 
{ if (Q[i]*S[i]>O) {printf''%3d %14.4f\n", i, Q[i]*S[i]} 

} }' > temp 
mv temp $multspec.test 
rm t1 

done 

mv *.test $unit 
# --------------------- bottom soil unit ------------

sed "s/5,7/$unit,13/g" /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/common/output.chem > t.chem 
sed "s/phalk.out/pa 1.out/g" t.chem > temp.chem 
chemplot.SUN < temp.chem 
yl=' wc -1 chemtest.out I field -1 ' 
yearlen=' expr $yl - 1' 
head -$yearlen chemtest.out > temp 
mv temp chemtest.out 
chem. print2 chemtest. out 
for multspec in ca_s mg_s na_s k_s al_s h_s so4_st 
do 
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paste Q.test $multspec.test > t1 
catt1 I nawk '{Q[$1]=$2;S[$3]=$4} 

END{ for (i=1;i<=366;i++) 
{ if (Q[i]*S[i] > 0) {printf'%3d %14.4f\n", i, Q[i]*S[i 

]} } }'>temp 
mv temp $multspec.test 
rmtl 

done 
for ion in ca_s al_s h_s k_s mg_s na_s so4_st 
do 

paste $unit/$ion" .test" $ion" .test" > $ion" .t" 
cat $ion".t" I nawk '{ttl[$1]=$2; btl[$3]=$4} 

END {for (i=1;i<=366;i++){ 
total=ttl[i]+btl[i] 

if (total>O) { 
printf'%3d %14.4f\n", i,total}} 

}' > $unit/$ion".test" 
done# ion 
paste $unit/pH. test pH. test > pH.t 
cat pH.t I nawk ' { ttl[$1 ]=$2; btl[$3]=$4} 

1/2} 

END {for (i=l;i<=366;i++){ 
total=ttl[i]+btl[i] 

if (total>O && total<8) { printf'%3d %6.4f\n", i,total 

if (total>O && total>=8) { printf'%3d %6.4f\n", i,tota 

} 
}' > $unit/pH.test 

rm * .t *.test 
done # end unit loop 

# --------------------- TALUS ----------------------
for unit in 2 7 
do 
echo "Year = 19$yr and Unit = $unit" 

rnkdir $unit 
# --------------------- talus exchange top layer--------------

sed "s/5,7/$unit,12/g" /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/common/output.chem > t.chem 
sed "s/phalk.out/pa2.out/g" t.chem > temp.chem 

cat phalk.out I nawk '{printf'%3d %3d %2d %6.3f%11.4E %11.4E %9.3E %9.3E %9.3E 
%9.3E %9.3E %9.3E %9.3E \n",$1,$2,$3,$4,$5,$6,$13,$14,$15,$16,$17,$18,$20}' > pa 
2.out 

chemplot.SUN < temp.chem 
yl=' we -1 chemtest.out I field -1' 
yearlen=' expr $yl - 1' 
head -$yearlen chemtest.out >temp 
mv temp chemtest.out 
chem.print3 chemtest.out 
for multspec in ca_t al_t h_t k_t mg_t na_t si_t 
do · 
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paste Q.test $multspec.test > tl 
cat tl I nawk '{Q[$1]=$2;S[$3]=$4 } 

END{ for (i= l ;i<=366;i++) 
{ if (Q[i]*S[i] > 0) {printf'%3d % 14.4f \n", i, Q[i]*S[i 

]} } }' > temp 
mv temp $multspec.test 

rm tl 
done 
mv *.test $unit 
echo "Moving test files to unit $unit in year 19$yr" 

# ---------------------- bottom talus unit -----------
sed "s/5,7/$unit, l3/g" /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/common/output.chem > t.chem 
sed "s/phalk.out/pa2.out/g" t.chem > temp.chem 
chemplot.SUN < temp.chem 
yl=' we -1 chemtest.out I field -1 ' 
yearlen=' expr $yl - 1' 
head -$yearlen chemtest.out > temp 
mv temp chemtest.out 
chem.print3 chemtest.out 
for multspec in ca_t al_t h_t k_t mg_t na_t si_t 
do 
paste Q.test $multspec.test > tl 
cat tl l nawk '{Q[$1]=$2;S[$3]=$4 } 

END{ for (i= l ;i<=366;i++) 
{ if (Q[i]*S[i] > 0) {printf'%3d %14.4f\n", i, Q[i]*S[i 

]} } }' > temp 
mv temp $multspec.test 
rm tl 

done 

for ion in ca_t al_t h_t k_t mg_t na_t si_t 
do 
paste $unit"/"$ion".test" $ion".test" > $ion".t" 
cat $ion".t" I nawk '{ttl[$1]=$2; btl[$3]=$4 } 

END {for (i= l ;i<=366;i++){ 
total =ttl[ i]+btl[ i] 

if (total>O) { 
printf'%3d %14.4f\n", i,total}} 

} ' > $unit/$ion" .test" 
done# ion 
paste $unit/pH. test pH. test > pH.t 
catpH.t I nawk '{ttl[$1]=$2; btl[$3]=$4} 

1/2} 

END {for (i=1;i<=366;i++){ 
total=ttl[i]+btl[i] 

if(total>O && total<8) { printf'%3d %6.4f \n" , i,total 

if(total>O && total>=8) { printf'%3d %6.4f\n" , i,tota 

} 
} ' > $unit/pH. test 

rm * .t *.test 
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done #### unit loop end 
rm phalk.out chemtest.out pal.out pa2.out t.chem temp.chem 
gzip /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/wy$yr/phalk_exch_singl_$kinetic.$yr 
cd .. 

done #### kinetic loop end 
done #### yr loop end 
echo "Finished Single Year Stuff' 
#----------------------- Restart Year Run ----------------# 
for yr in 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 

73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 
do 
cd /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/double_run/wy$yr 

if ls I grep rest_exch_results > /dev/null 
then 

else 
rnkdir rest_exch_results 

fi 
cd rest_exch_results 

echo "made rest_exch_results for year $yr" > /home/ice/cgutmannltup6/stat2 

#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------# 
#::::: Current directory is tup/ahm/double_run/wy$yr/rest_exch_results/ ::# 
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------# 

for kinetic in 500 1000 1500 
do 
##### Test to see if directory $kinetic exists##### 
if Is I grep $kinetic > /dev/null 
then 

else 
rnkdir $kinetic 

fi 
cd $kinetic 
gunzip /home/ice/cgutmannltup6/wy$yr/phalk_exch_restl_$kinetic.$yr.gz 
cp lhome/ice/cgutmann/tup6/wy$yr/phalk_exch_restl_$kinetic.$yr phalk.out 
for unit in 1 6 
do 
echo "Year= 19$yr and Unit = $unit" 
rnkdir $unit 

#---------------------- soil exchange ---------------
sed "s/5,7/$unit, l2/g" lhome/ice/cgutmannltup6/comrnon/output.chem > t.chem 
sed "s/phalk.out/pal.out/g" t.chem > temp.chem 

cat phalk.out I nawk '{printf'%3d %3d %2d %6.3f %11.4E %11.4E %9.3E %9.3E %9.3E 
%9.3E %9.3E %9.3E %9.3E \n",$1 ,$2,$3 ,$4,$5,$6,$7,$8,$9,$10,$11 ,$12,$19}' > pal.o 
ut 

chemplot.SUN < temp.chem 
yl=' wc -1 chemtest.out I field -1' 
yearlen=' expr $yl - 1' 

mv temp chemtest.out 
chem.print2 chemtest.out 
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for multspec in ca_s al_s h_s k_s mg_s na_s so4_st 
do 
paste Q.test $multspec.test > tl 
cat tl I nawk '{Q[$1]=$2;S[$3]=$4} 

END{ for (i= l ;i<=366;i++) 
{ if (Q[i]*S[i] > 0) {printf'%3d %14.4f\n", i, Q[i]*S[i 

]} } }' > temp 
mv temp $multspec.test 
rm tl 

done 
mv *.test $unit 

# --------------------- bottom soil unit ------------
sed "s/5,7/$unit, l3/g" /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/comrnon/output.chem > t.chem 
sed "s/phalk.out/pal.out/g" t.chem > temp.chem 
chemplot.SUN < temp.chem 
yl='wc -1 chemtest.out I field -1' 
year! en=' expr $yl - 1' 
head -$yearlen chemtest.out > temp 
mv temp chemtest.out 
chem.print2 chemtest.out 
for multspec in ca_s al_s h_s k_s mg_s na_s so4_st 
do 
paste Q.test $multspec.test > t1 
cat t1 I nawk '{Q[$1]=$2;S[$3]=$4} 

END{ for (i=l;i<=366;i++) 
{ if (Q[i]*S[i] > 0) {printf'%3d %14.4f\n", i, Q[i]*S[i 

]} } }' > temp 
mv temp $multspec.test 
rm tl 

done 
for ion in ca_s al_s h_s k_s mg_s na_s so4_st 
do 

} 

paste $unit/$ion".test" $ion".test" > $ion".t" 
cat $ion".t" J nawk '{ttl[$1]=$2; btl[$3]=$4} 

END {for (i= l ;i<=366;i++){ 
total=ttl[i]+btl[i] 

if (total>O) { 
printf'%3d %14.4f\n", i,total} } 

} ' > $unit/$ion" .test" 
done# ion 
paste $unit/pH. test pH. test > pH.t 
cat pH.t I nawk '{ttl[$1]=$2; btl[$3]=$4} 

END {for (i=1;i<=366;i++){ 
total=ttl[i]+btl[i] 

if (total>O && total<8) { printf'%3d %6.4f \n", i,total 

if(total>O && total>=8) { printf'%3d %6.4f\n", i,tota 
1/2} 

} 
} ' > $unit/pH. test 

rm *.t *.test 
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done ### done unit loop 

for unit in 2 7 
do 
echo "Year = 19$yr and Unit = $unit" 
mkdir $unit 

# --------------------- talus exchange --------------
sed "s/5,7/$unit,12/g" /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/common/output.chem > t.chem 

sed "s/phalk.out/pa2.out/g" t.chem > temp.chem 
cat phalk.out I nawk '{printf''%3d %3d %2d %6.3f % 11.4E % 11.4E %9.3E %9.3E %9.3E 
%9.3E %9.3E %9.3E %9.3E \n" ,$1 ,$2,$3,$4,$5,$6,$13,$14,$15,$16,$17,$18,$20}' > pa 
2.out 
chemplot.SUN < temp.chem 

yl=' wc -1 chemtest.out I field -1' 
yearlen=' expr $yl - 1' 
head -$yearlen chemtest.out > temp 
mv temp chemtest.out 
chem. print3 chemtest. out 
for multspec in ca_t al_t h_t k_t mg_t na_t si_t 
do 
paste Q.test $multspec.test > t1 
cat t1 I nawk '{Q[$1]=$2;S[$3]=$4 } 

END{ for (i= 1;i<=366;i++) 
{ if (Q[i]*S[i] > 0) {printf''%3d % 14.4f\n", i, Q[i]*S[i 

]} } }' > temp 
mv temp $multspec.test 
rm tl 

done 
mv *.test $unit 

# ---------------------- bottom talus unit -----------
sed "s/5,7/$unit,13/g" /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/common/output.chem > t.chem 
sed "s/phalk.out/pa2.out/g" t.chem > temp.chem 
chemplot.SUN < temp.chem 
yl=' wc -1 chemtest.out I field -1 ' 
yearlen=' expr $yl - 1' 
head -$yearlen chemtest.out > temp 
mv temp chemtest.out 
chem.print3 chemtest.out 
for multspec in ca_t al_t h_t k_t mg_t na_t si_t 
do 
paste Q.test $multspec.test > t1 
cat t1 I nawk '{Q[$1]=$2;S[$3]=$4} 

END{ for (i= 1;i<=366;i++) 
{ if(Q[i]*S[i] > 0) {printf''%3d % 14.4f\n", i, Q[i]*S[i 

]} } }' > temp 
mv temp $multspec.test 

rm tl 
done 

for ion in ca_t al_t h_t k_t mg_t na_t si_t 
do 

paste $unit/$ion".test" $ion".test" > $ion".t" 
cat $ion".t" I nawk '{ttl[$1]=$2; btl[$3]=$4} 
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END {for (i= l ;i<=366;i++){ 
total=ttl[i]+btl[i] 

if (total>O) { 
printf'%3d %14.4f\n", i,total }} 

}' > $unit/$ion".test" · 
done # ion 
paste $unit/pH. test pH. test > pH.t 
catpH.t I nawk '{ttl[$1]=$2; btl[$3]=$4 } 

1/2} 

END {for (i= 1 ;i<=366;i++ ){ 
total=ttl[i]+btl[i] 

if(total>O && total<8) { printf'%3d %6.4f\n", i,total 

if (total>O && total>=8) { printf'%3d %6.4f\n", i,tota 

} 
} ' > $unit/pH. test 

rm * .t *.test 
done ### done unit loop 

rm 1/ca_t.test 1/na_t.test 1/mg_t.test 1/k_t.test 1/h_t.test 1/al_t.test 
rm 6/ca_t.test 6/na_t.test 6/mg_t.test 6/k_t.test 6/h_t.test 6/al_t.test 
rm 2/ca_s.test 2/na_s.test 2/mg_s.test 2/k_s.test 2/h_s.test 2/al_s.test 
rm 7/ca_s.test 7/na_s.test 7/mg_s.test 7/k_s.test 7/h_s.test 7/al_s.test 
rm phalk.out 
gzip /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/wy$yr/phalk_exch_rest l_$kinetic.$yr 
cd .. 
done #### kinetic loop end 

# -------------------------> Second Time through Exch. 

cd lhome/ice/cgutmann/tup6/double_run/wy$yr 
if ls I grep rest_exch2_results > /dev/null 
then 

else 
mkdir rest_exch2_results 
fi 
cd rest_exch2_results 

#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------# 
#: ::: : Current directory is tup/ahrn/double_run/wy$yr/rest_exch2_results/ ::# 
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------# 

for kinetic in 500 1000 1500 
do 
##### Test to see if directory $kinetic exists ##### 
ifls I grep $kinetic > /dev/null 
then 

else 
mkdir $kinetic 
fi 
cd $kinetic 
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gunzip /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/wy$yr/phalk_exch_rest2_$kinetic.$yr.gz 
cp /home/ice/cgutmannltup6/wy$yr/phalk_exch_rest2_$kinetic.$yr phalk.out 
for unit in 1 6 
do 
echo "Year = 19$yr and Unit = $unit" 
rnkdir $unit 

#---------------------- soil exchange ---------------
sed "s/5,7/$unit, l2/g" /home/ice/cgutmannltup6/common/output.chem > t.chem 
sed "s/phalk.out/pal.out/g" t.chem > temp.chem 

cat phalk.out I nawk '{printf''%3d %3d %2d %6.3f%11.4E %11.4E %9.3E %9.3E %9.3E 
%9.3E %9.3E %9.3E %9.3E \n",$1,$2,$3,$4,$5,$6,$7,$8,$9,$10,$11,$12,$19}' > pal.o 
ut 

chemplot.SUN < temp.chem 
yl=' wc -1 chemtest.out I field -1' 
yearlen=' expr $yl - 1' 
head -$yearlen chemtest.out > temp 
mv temp chemtest.out 
chem. print2 chemtest. out 
for multspec in ca_s al_s h_s k_s mg_s na_s so4_st 
do 
paste Q.test $multspec.test > t1 
cat t1 I nawk '{Q[$1]=$2;S[$3]=$4} 

END{ for (i=1;i<=366;i++) 
{ if (Q[i]*S[i] > 0) {printf''%3d %14.4f \n", i, Q[i]*S[i 

]} } }'>temp 
mv temp $multspec.test 
rm t1 

done 
mv *.test $unit 

# --------------------- bottom soil unit ------------
sed "s/5,7/$unit,13/g" /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/common/output.chem > t.chem 
sed "s/phalk.out/pal.out/g" t.chem > temp.chem 
chemplot.SUN < temp.chem 
yl=' wc -1 chemtest.out I field -1' 
yearlen=' expr $yl - 1' 

head -$yearlen chemtest.out > temp 
mv temp chemtest.out 
chem.print2 chemtest.out 
for multspec in ca_s al_s h_s k_s mg_s na_s so4_st 
do 
paste Q.test $multspec.test > t1 
cat t1 I nawk '{Q[$1]=$2;S[$3]=$4} 

END{ for (i=1;i<=366;i++) 
{ if (Q[i]*S[i] > 0) {printf''%3d %14.4f\n", i, Q[i]*S[i 

]} } }' > temp 
mv temp $multspec.test 
rm t1 

done 
for ion in ca_s al_s h_s k_s mg_s na_s so4_st 
do 

paste $unit/$ion".test" $ion".test" > $ion".t" 
cat $ion".t" I nawk '{ttl[$1]=$2; btl[$3]=$4} 
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END {for (i=1;i<=366;i++){ 
total=ttl[i]+btl[i] 

if (total>O) { 
printf'%3d %14.4f\n", i,total }} 

} ' > $unit/$ion". test" 
done # ion 
paste $unit/pH. test pH. test > pH.t 
catpH.t I nawk '{ttl[$1]=$2; btl[$3]=$4} 

112} 

END {for (i=1;i<=366;i++){ 
total=ttl[i]+btl[i] 

if(total>O && total<8) { printf'%3d %6.4f\n", i,total 

if(total>O && total>=8) { printf'%3d %6.4f \n", i,tota 

} 
}' > $unit/pH.test 

rm * .t *.test 
done ### done unit loop 
for unit in 2 7 
do 
echo "Year = 19$yr and Unit = $unit" 
rnkdir $unit 

# --------------------- talus exchange --------------
sed "s/5,7/$unit,12/g" /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/comrnon/output.chem > t.chem 

sed "s/phalk.out/pa2.out/g" t.chem > temp.chem 
cat phalk.out I nawk '{printf'%3d %3d %2d %6.3f %11.4E %11.4E %9.3E %9.3E %9.3E 
%9.3E %9.3E %9.3E %9.3E \n",$1 ,$2,$3,$4,$5,$6,$13,$14,$15,$16,$17,$18,$20}' > pa 
2.out 

chemplot.SUN < temp.chem 
yl='wc -1 chemtest.out I field -1 ' 

yearlen=' expr $yl - 1' 
head -$yearlen chemtest.out > temp 
mv temp chemtest.out 
chem. print3 chemtest. out 
for multspec in ca_t al_t h_t k_t mg_t na_t si_t 
do 
paste Q.test $multspec.test > t1 
cat tl I nawk '{Q[$1]=$2;S[$3]=$4} 

END{ for (i=l;i<=366;i++) 
{ if (Q[i]*S[i] > 0) {printf'%3d %14.4f\n", i, Q[i]*S[i 

]} } }' > temp 
mv temp $multspec.test 
rm tl 

done 
mv *.test $unit 
echo "Moving test files to unit $unit in year 19$yr" 

# ---------------------- bottom talus unit -----------
sed "s/5, 7 /$unit, 13/g" /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/common/output.chem > t.chem 
sed "s/phalk.out/pa2.out/g" t.chem > temp.chem 
chemplot.SUN < temp.chem 
yl=' wc -1 chemtest.out I field -1 ' 
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yearlen=' expr $yl - 1' 
head -$yearlen chemtest.out > temp 
mv temp chemtest.out 
chem. print3 chemtest. out 
for multspec in ca_t al_t h_t k_t mg_t na_t si_t 
do 
paste Q.test $multspec.test > t1 
cat t1 I nawk '{Q[$1]=$2;S[$3]=$4} 

END{ for (i=1;i<=366;i++) 
{ if (Q[i]*S[i] > 0) {printf'%3d %14.4f\n", i, Q[i]*S[i 

]} } }'>temp 
mv temp $mu1tspec.test 
rm t1 

done 

for ion in ca_t al_t h_t k_t mg_t na_t si_t 
do 

paste $unit/$ion" .test" $ion" .test" >$ion" .t" 
cat $ion".t" I nawk '{ttl[$1]=$2; btl[$3]=$4} 

END {for (i=1;i<=366;i++){ 
total=ttl[i]+btl[i] 

if (total>O) { 
printf'%3d %14.4f\n", i,total}} 

}' > $unit/$ion".test" 
done# ion 
paste $unit/pH.test pH. test> pH.t 

cat pH.t I nawk '{ttl[$1]=$2; btl[$3]=$4} 

1/2} 

END {for (i= 1 ;i<=366;i++ ){ 
total=ttl[i]+btl[i] 

if (total>O && total<8) { printf'%3d %6.4f\n", i,total 

if (total>O && total>=8) { printf'%3d %6.4f\n", i,tota 

} 
} ' > $unit/pH. test 

rm * .t *.test 
done ### finished unit loop 

echo "Cleaning up talus and soil files from wrong directories" 
rm 1/ca_t.test 1/na_t.test 1/mg_t.test 1/k_t.test 1/h_t.test 1/al_t.test 
rm 6/ca_t.test 6/na_t.test 6/mg_t.test 6/k_t.test 6/h_t.test 6/al_t.test 
rm 2/ca_s.test 2/na_s.test 2/mg_s.test 2/k_s.test 2/h_s.test 2/al_s.test 
rm 7/ca_s.test 7/na_s.test 7/mg_s.test 7/k_s.test 7/h_s.test 7/al_s.test 
echo "Done cleaning the mistakes out." 

rm phalk.out 
gzip /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/wy$yr/phalk_exch_rest2_$kinetic.$yr 
cd .. 
done ### kinetic loop end 
cd /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/ 

done ### yr loop over 
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extract exch2: 

#!/bin/sh 
# 

############################################################# 
##Cleanup Routine. Add comment symbols to stop this ## 
cd double_run 
rm -r single 
rm -r restarts 
rm -r temp temp2 
cd .. 
############################################################# 
cd double_run 
if Is I grep single > /dev/null 
then 

else 
mkdir single 
fi 
cd single 

ifls I grep exch > /dev/null 
then 

else 
mkdir exch 

fi 
cd exch 
if ls I grep soil > /dev/null 
then 

else 
mkdir soil 
fi 
if Is I grep talus > /dev/null 
then 

else 
mkdir talus 
fi 
cd .. 
cd .. 
if ls I grep restarts> /dev/null 

then 

else 
mkdir restarts 

fi 
cd restarts 
if Is I grep exch > /dev/null 
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then 

else 
mkdir exch 

fi 

cd exch 
if ls I grep soil > /dev/null 
then 

else 
mkdir soil 

fi 
if ls I grep talus > /dev/null 
then 

else 
mkdir talus 

fi 

cd /home/ice/cgutmann/tup6/double_run 

######################################################## 
#### exchange site data for first run 
######################################################## 
foryrin 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 7 
3 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 
do 
for kinetic in 500 1000 1500 
do 
echo "Processing first exchange for year 19$yr, kinetic: $kinetic" 
for species in al_s al_t so4_st ca_s ca_t h_s h_t k_s k_t mg__s mg__t na_s na_t 

pH si_t 
do 

echo "Soil $species" 
sort +n wy$yr/sing__exch_results/$kinetic/1/$species.test I nawk 'BEGIN { 

anno='$yr' 

>fl 

if (int(anno/4)==(anno/4)) { days=366} 
if (int(anno/4)!=(anno/4)) { days=365} 
for (i=1 ;i<=days;i++) {array[i]=O} } 
{ array[$1 ]=$2} 
END{ for (j=1;j<=days;j++) {printf''%3d %14.4f\n", j ,array[j]} }' 

sort +n wy$yr/sing__exch_results/$kinetic/6/$species.test I nawk 'BEGIN { 
anno='$yr' 
if (int(anno/4)==(anno/4)) { days=366} 
if (int(anno/4)! =(anno/4)) { days=365 } 
for (i= 1 ;i<=days;i++) { array[i]=O} } 

{ array[$1 ]=$2} 
END{ for (j=1;j<=days;j++) {printf''%3d %14.4f\n", j ,array[j]} }' 

> f2 
paste f1 f2 > f3 
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cat f3 I nawk 'BEGIN { 
anno='$yr' 

> temp2 

if (int(anno/4)==(anno/4)) { days=366} 
if (int(anno/4)! =(anno/4)) { days=365 } 
spec='$species' } 

{ sfs[$1 ]=$2;scs[$1 ]=$4} 
END {for (i= l ;i<=days;i++){ 

total=sfs[i]+scs[i] 
if (spec=="pH") { 

if (total > 8) { 
total=total/2} 
} 

printf'% 12.6f % 14.4f \n", anno+i/days, total}}' 

if [ "$yr" -ne 50 ] 
then 
cat single/exch/soil/$species.$kinetic temp2 > temp 
else 
cp temp2 temp 
fi 

mv temp single/exch/soil/$species.$kinetic 

# rm wy$yr/sing_ exch_results/$kinetic/ 1 /$species. test wy$yr/ sing_ exch_results/ 
$kinetic/ 6/$species. test 
echo "Talus $species" 

sort +n wy$yr/sing_exch_results/$kinetic/2/$species.test I nawk 'BEGIN { 
anno='$yr' 
if (int(anno/4)==(anno/4)) { days=366} 
if (int(anno/4)! =(anno/4)) { days=365} 
for (i=1 ;i<=days;i++) {array[i]=O} } 
{ array[$1 ]=$2 } 
END{ for (j=1j<=days;j++) {printr~%3d %14.4f\n",j,array[j]} }' 

>fl 
sort +n wy$yr/sing_exch_results/$kinetic/7/$species.test I nawk 'BEGIN { 

anno='$yr' 

>f2 

if (int(anno/4)==(anno/4)) { days=366} 
if (int(anno/4)!=(anno/4)) { days=365} 
for (i= 1;i<=days;i++) {array[i]=O} } 
{ array[$1 ]=$2 } 
END{ for (j=1 ;j<=days;j++) {printf'%3d %14.4f\n",j,array[j]} }' 

paste fl f2 > f3 
cat f3 I nawk 'BEGIN { 

anno='$yr' 
if (int(anno/4)==(anno/4)) { days=366} 

if (int(anno/4)!=(anno/4)) { days=365} 
spec='$species'} 
{ sfs[$1 ]=$2; scs[$1 ]=$4 } 

END {for (i= 1 ;i<=days;i++ ){ 
total=sfs[i]+scs[i] 

if (spec=="pH") { 
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> temp2 

if (total > 8) { 
total=total/2} 
} 

printf'% 12.6f %14.4f \n", anno+i/days, total }} ' 

if [ "$yr" -ne 50 ] 
then 
cat single/exch/talus/$species.$kinetic temp2 > temp 
else 
cp temp2 temp 
fi 

# rm wy$yr/sing_exch_results/$kinetic/2/$species.test wy$yr/sing_exch_results 
/$kinetic/? /$species. test 

mv temp single/exch/talus/$species.$kinetic 
echo "Restart years soil $species" 

sort +n wy$yr/rest_exch_results/$kinetic/ l/$species.test I nawk 'BEGIN { 
anno='$yr' 
if (int(anno/4)==(anno/4)) { days=366} 
if (int(anno/4)!=(anno/4)) { days=365 } 
for (i=1;i<=days;i++) {array[i]=O} } 
{ array[$1 ]=$2} 
END{ for (j= 1 ;j<=days;j++) {printf'%3d % 14.4f\n", j ,array[j]} }' 

> fl 
sort +n wy$yr/rest_exch_results/$kinetic/6/$species.test I nawk 'BEGIN { 

anno='$yr' 

>f2 

if (int(anno/4)= (anno/4)) { days=366} 
if (int(anno/4)!=(anno/4)) { days=365} 
for (i= 1 ;i<=days;i++) { array[i]=O} } 
{ array[$1 ]=$2} 
END{ for (j= 1;j <=days;j++) {printf'%3d % 14.4f\n", j ,array[j]} }' 

paste fl f2 > f3 
cat f3 I nawk 'BEGIN { 

anno='$yr' 

> temp2 

if (int(anno/4)==(anno/4)) { days=366} 
if (int(anno/4)!=(anno/4)) { days=365} 
spec='$species'} 
{ sfs[$1 ]=$2; scs[$3 ]=$4} 

END {for (i= 1 ;i<=days;i++ ){ 
total=sfs[i]+scs[i] 

if (spec= "pH") { 
if (total > 8) { 

total=total/2} 

printf'%12.6f%14.4f\n", anno+i/days, total }} ' 

if [ "$yr" -ne 50 ] 
then 
cat restarts/exch!soil/$species.$kinetic temp2 > temp 
else 
cp temp2 temp 
fi 

# rm wy$yr/rest_exch_results/$kinetic/1/$species.test wy$yr/rest_exch_results/ 
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$kinetic/ 6/$species. test 
mv temp restarts/exch/soil/$species.$kinetic 

echo "Restarting talus $species" 
sort +n wy$yr/rest_exch_results/$kinetic/2/$species.test I nawk 'BEGIN { 

anno='$yr' 
if (int(anno/4)= (anno/4)) { days=366} 
if (int(anno/4)! =(anno/4)) { days=365} 
for (i=l ;i<=days;i++) {array[i]=O} } 
{ array[$1 ]=$2 } 
END{ for (j= l;j<=days;j++) {printf'%3d %14.4f\n", j ,array[j]} }' 

> fl 
sort +n wy$yr/rest_exch_results/$kinetic/7/$species.test I nawk 'BEGIN { 

anno='$yr' 

> f2 

if (int(anno/4)==(anno/4)) { days=366} 
if (int(anno/4)!=(anno/4)) { days=365} 
for (i=l;i<=days;i++) {array[i]=O} } 
{ array[$1 ]=$2} 
END{ for (j= l j <=days;j++) {printf'%3d %14.4f\n", j ,array[j]} }' 

paste fl f2 > f3 
cat f3 I nawk 'BEGIN { 

anno='$yr' 

> temp2 

if (int(anno/4)= (anno/4)) { days=366} 
if (int(anno/4)!=(anno/4)) { days=365} 
spec='$species'} 
{sfs[$1]=$2; scs[$3]=$4} 

END {for (i=l;i<=days;i++){ 
total=sfs[i]+scs[i] 

if (spec=="pH") { 
if (total> 8) { 

total=total/2} 
} 

printf'%12.6f%14.4f\n", anno+i/days, total}}' 

if [ "$yr" -ne 50 ] 
then 
cat restarts/exch/talus/$species.$kinetic temp2 > temp 
else 
cp temp2 temp 
fi 

# rm wy$yr/rest_exch_results/$kinetic/2/$species.test wy$yr/rest_exch_result 
s/$kinetic/7 /$species.test 

mv temp restarts/exch/talus/$species.$kinetic 
done 

done 
done 
######################################################## 
#### exchange site data for second run 
######################################################## 
for yr in 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 7 
3 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 
do 
for kinetic in 500 1000 1500 
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# for (i=1;i<=days;i++) {array[i]=O} } 
# { array[$1 ]=$2} 
# END{ for (j= 1;j<=days;j++) {printf''%3d %14.4f\n",j,array[j]}} 
I > f2 
# paste fl f2 > f3 
# cat f3 I nawk 'BEGIN { 
# anno='$yr' 
# if (int(anno/4)==(anno/4)) { days=366} 
# if (int(anno/4)!=(anno/4)) { days=365} 
# spec='$species'} 
# { sfs[$1 ]=$2; scs[$3]=$4} 
# END {for (i=1;i<=days;i++){ 
# total=sfs[i]+scs[i] 
# if (spec=="pH") { 
# if (total > 8) { 
# total=total/2} 
# } 
# printf''%12.6f%14.4f\n", 47+anno+i/days, total 
} }' > temp2 
# cat single/exch/talus/$species.$kinetic temp2 > temp 
# mv temp single/exchltalus/$species.$kinetic 
# rm wy$yr/sing_ exch_results/$kinetic/2/$species. test wy$yr/sing_ exch_results/$k 
inetic/7/$species. test 
# 

sort +n wy$yr/rest_exch2_results/$kinetic/l /$species.test I nawk 'BEGIN { 
anno='$yr' 
if (int(anno/4)==(anno/4)) { days=366} 
if (int(anno/4)!=(anno/4)) { days=365} 
for (i=l;i<=days;i++) {array[i]=O} } 
{ array[$1 ]=$2} 
END{ for (j=1 J <=days;j++) {printf''%3d %14.4f\n", j ,array[j]}}' 

>fl 
sort +n wy$yr/rest_exch2_results/$kinetic/6/$species.test I nawk 'BEGIN { 

anno='$yr' 
if (int(anno/4)==(anno/4)) { days=366} 

> f2 

if (int(anno/4)!=(anno/4)) { days=365} 
for (i=l;i<=days;i++) {array[i]=O} } 
{ array[$1 ]=$2} 
END{ for (j=l ;j<=days;j++) {printf''%3d %14.4f\n", j ,array[j]}}' 

paste fl f2 > f3 
cat f3 I nawk 'BEGIN { 

anno='$yr' 
if (int(anno/4)==(anno/4)) { days=366} 
if (int(anno/4)!=(anno/4)) { days=365} 
spec='$species'} 
{ sfs[$1 ]=$2; scs[$3 ]=$4} 

END {for (i=1;i<=days;i++){ 
total =sfs [ i] +scs [ i] 

if (spec=="pH") { 
if (total > 8) { 

total=total/2} 
} 
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